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CHA PATE R ONE
1.1 Backg round of the Study

Development - Ethiopia
With an estimated per capita USD 141 , Department for International
poorest countries in the
(DFID-Ethiopia) (2008: I) argues that Ethiopia is ranked as one of the
UK. The country, with a
world and its annua l income is low, compared with $37,000 in the
36 million females (PCC,
counted population of 73 million (about 37 million males and about
s. Ethiopia is; thus, the
2008: 1) has endured a savoir economic situation in the last four decade
countries in the 2007,
second most populous country in Africa and ranks 169 out of 177
y of Ethiopia is still
according to the United Nations Human Development Report. The econom
predominantly based on agriculture.
y (FDRE, 2002). The
Poverty remains a threat to the economic and social stability of the countr
sub-Saharan Africa, are
socio-economic situations of the country, like other countries in
high population growth,
characterized by low income growth, inadequate social service,
stu, 2002: I). Poverty in
economic inefficiency, high unemployment rate, etc. (Tsehay & Mengi
%) live below a poverty
Ethiopia affects the majority of the population, i.e., over 60 million (81
and around 10 million
line of $2 a day, 31 million (41 %) live on less than half a dollar a day,
people are at risk of starvation each year, as DFID (2008: I) states.
comprised the majority
Ethiopian women who constitute 49.90% ofthe total population and who
y and related problems.
of the unemployed segment of the population are the hardest hit by povert
47 percent of the rural
The situation of urban women where 33 percent of the population and
y line (Carr-Hill el ai.,
women live in the worst poverty condition as they are living below povert
unemployment and so on are
2005) . Diseases, malnutrition, HIV I AIDS, maternal mortality rate,
problem.
significantly manifested. Therefore, women are seriously affected by this
ented in the literature
The persistence of women's poverty and its causes are thoroughly docum
aku, 2004; Aberra, 2005;
(e.g., Birhan u, 1998; Tizita, 2001; Daba, 2003; Tesfaye, 2003; Bamil
d on the roles of micro
Amare , 2006; Mvula, 2007; Daniel, 2007). These researchers focuse
of women who are being
financing in alleviating urban women's poverty. The large number

1

h skills training and
languished in poverty implies lack of improving their livelihoods throug
hed in the proceedings
micro financing. This is substantiated by an excerpt from an article publis
a (2001:81) states that
of the Pastoralist Forum Ethiopia (Panos- Ethiopia), as Sintayehu Fisseh
t inhabitants across the
women virtually experience the harshest deprivation among the poores
because they are the ones
Third World everywhere. They are likely to be poor and malnourished
necessities. Women also
who lack medical services, clean water, sanitation and similar other
y.
have less access to education, natural resources, as well as social securit
ne the factors that are
Other route for investigating the causes of poverty of women is to exami
writing on this thematic
considered as causal factors by different professionals who have been
women are dependent on
issue. Quoting various sources, Sebsib (2006: 1) argues, "Ethiopian
less access to such key
men economically, socially and culturally. In addition, women have
ty." In the same vein,
resources as land, information, education, employment, income and proper
Afar in Ethiopia suffered
Sintayehu (2001: 87) highlights that poor women in pastoral areas of
houses as well as~n social
from inhibited rights, sense of noiselessness and powerlessness in the
of food, shelter, clothing,
institutions, lack of income and assets to attain the basic necessities
ms related to shortage of
and acceptable levels of health and education, environmental proble
e their way of living,
firewood & water, lack of credit from micro-finance projects to improv
becoming voiceless and
existing social norms and barriers that can contribute their share to
l, when considered in
powerlessness, and the practice of polygamy form of marriage. In genera
of what 'poor' means.
relative terms, the pastoral' s women conditions go beyond the boundaries
ic processes and of
In her conclusion, the same author argued , poverty is an outcome of econom
of and responsiveness of
interacting economic, social and political forces and the accountability
ing discrimination when it
state and regional institutions. The violation of women' s rights, includ
ed to them to acquire
comes to sharing property, demands that special assistance be provid
public sphere . Moreover,
education and the power of decision-making both at home and in the
ty in every aspect of
women' s poverty could be due to lack of their freedom, liberty and equali
their life.
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that the elimination of the
Regarding ways of alleviating women's poverty, some scholars argued
decrease the trend and
existing social barriers and the creation of favourable environments could
s implemented should
degree of women's poverty. Sintayehu Fisseha further suggests that policie
and there should be an
be efficient, more responsive and accountable to pastoral women,
promote equity among
encouraging and conducive environment. The legal systems should also
gender equality and their
poor people that could help them to function progressively towards
al areas, the design of
empowerment. The expansion of educational centres into all pastor
to the primary health care
strategies that could reduce child and maternal mortality rates, access
financial institutions and
system and RH servic es, provision of training and credit for women by
te women's poverty in
the restrictions of polygamy practice are suggested solutions to allevia
Ethiopia.
empowerment of women
Another possible solution to bring women out of poverty is an
(IGAs). Reynolds (1989:
economically through their participation in incom e generating activities
te women into a market
61-70) argues program on income generation is expected to integra
participation in income
economy. It is assum ed that incom e would be generated through their
of new skills thereb y
generating programs that lead them to self-sufficiency and acquisition
their participation in
increas ing women's decision-making powers in the family and encouraging
(1997: 44) argues, "
govenunent aud justice , and in the development process. Moreover, Rogers
y' which is adding extra
Teaching income-generating skills through literacy 'functional literac
to the literacy trainin g
skills training to literacy programs rather than relating everyday life
ic or money earning
programs are also important to learn other useful skills (primarily econom
skills) which will help the learner to cope up in society."
Like wise
the provision of microMany developing countries, including Ethiopia have already recognized
g sununarized variou s
credit as an instrum ent for eradicating and/or reducing poveliy. Havin
credit programs had
studies undertaken on micro-credit, Park and Ren (2001) state that micron as gender empowerment,
increased income and brought out such other positive effects on wome
ption variab ility. On the
improved nutrition, higher educational attainment, and reduce consum
e and educational training
other hand, there is partial evidence which contested that micro financ

3

of small - and microwould make a larger contribution to poverty reduction or promotion
investments in social and
enterprise development in most developing countries as compared to
economic infrastructure (Hulme, 2000; Johnson & Kidder, 1999).
the domain of women
As is true of other developing countries, micro-enterprises are considered
including Ballir Dar town.
entrepreneurs in general in Ethiopia and in particular in the regions
support to poor smallFurthermore, though the issue of access to credit, skill training and other
government agencies and
skill women entrepreneurs has been the concern NOOs , International,
cant change in real terms.
MFIs, there seem to be a disagreement as to whether there is any signifi
tes to organise small skill
The Bahir Dar town Administration gave focus of attention and facilita
rt and skills training on
women entrepreneurs in grope base and facilitates financial suppo
with MFIs for 890
different skills like business management, marketing etc. incorporation
to empower in their
women entrepreneurs for whom organized under three centres in order
economic decisions at household level and improve their living conditions.
r and Leather product,
In the study six enterprises i.e. Flour mill, Household product, Leathe
organised under two
weaving, production of blokets and Baking and selling Injera were
coordination centres. Their profiles are as follows:initial capital 10,000Birr
Flourmill micro enterprises run by 58 Male and women members with
Dar town. The Enterprise
Borrowed from Amahara Credit and Saving Institution (ACSI), Bahir
under the coordination
is established in 2000 Ethiopian calendar located in Bahir Dar town
center one. The enterprise average current capital reached 50,000 Birr.
initial capital 10,000 Birr
Household products micro enterprises run by 26 women members with
Dar town. The Enterprise
Borrowed from Amahara Credit and Saving Institution (ACSI), Bahir
under the coordination
is established in 1999 Ethiopian calendar located in Bahir Dar town
center two . The enterprise average cW'rent capital reached 15,000 Birr.
with initial capital 50,000
Leather and Leather products enterprises run by 5 women members
Enterprise is established in
Birr Borrowed from Bank of credit association, Bahir Dar town. The
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Since women are the majority of the unemployed segment of the population, they often resort to
self-employment. The enterprises mostly established as a means of self-employment are micro
enterprises. These enterprises, which provide employment to the majority of active women, fall
mostly in the small-scale enterprises or informal sectors. Some of enterprises are registered in
Government agencies. It is characterised by a high degree of competition, low capital
1- -

-

requirements, labour intensive technology, heavy dependence on local resources and unpaid
fan1ily labour.
As it true of other developing countries, small-scale micro-enterprise is considered the domain of
the domain of women entrepreneurs in Ethiopia at large in other regions like BaJ:rir.Dar town in
particular. Though the iSs?of access to credit and other support services to small-scale women
entrepreneurs has been the concern of some NGOs, International government agencies and
recently, some micro finance institutions . .~
The major focus of the study is the question of how much the micro finance and training support

---empowers women in which women see increased access and control over assets and which
women entrepreneurs experiences a greater role in their decision-making and status in their
families.

In order to empower small-scale women entrepreneurs and improve their living conditions a
Bahir Dar t~wn administration should provide them with access to skills training and microfinancing services on a continuous basis.

A~numb er

of micro-finance institutions in the country

have been providing small-scale entrepreneurs with basic business development skills and
financial support. However, there has been a limited effect to study and document the
contribution of such micro-finance institutions to alleviate women's poverty in the Ethiopia in
general and in Amhara region in pm1icular. Thus, tl1is study sets out to assess the contribution of skills training and micro finm1cing to the economic improvement of small-scale women
entrepreneurs in Bahir Dar town, who are organized by small-scale enterprise promotion office
and supported by Amhara micro -finance institution, north-western Ethiopia.
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The study intends to answer 'the following research questions:
on increasing or
• Do skills trainin g and micro-financing services have an influence

•

reneurs?
improving the income and living conditions of small-scale women entrep
alleviating
Does the contribution of skills training and micro financing go beyond
their daily problems? and

•

erment of
Do skills training and micro financing has contribution to the empow
women small- scale entrepreneurs at household level?

1.3.0bjectives of the Study

The study has both genera l and specific objectives,
1.3.1 General objective

skills training and microThe genera l objective of this study is to assess the contribution of
Small Scale Enterprises
financing services provided by Bhir Dar town Administration Micro and
(MFIs) in empowering and
and Industry promotion office and Other Micro Finance Institutions
Bahir Dar town.
improving the living conditions of small-scale women entrepreneurs in
1.3.2 Specific objectives

Specifically, the study intend s:
services provided by
.:. To assess the contribution of skill s training and micro-financing
and Industry
Bahir Dar town Administration Micro and Small Scale Enterprises
reneurs' living
promotion office to the improvement of small-scale women entrep
conditions;
financing services
.:. To investi gate whether the contribution of skills training and micronot; and
provided by the Institute go beyond alleviating their daily problems or
services contributes to
.:. To explore the contribution of skills training and micro-financing
n making at the
the empowerment of Small-scale wome n entrepreneurs in decisio
household level in Bahir Dar town,
1.4 Significance of the study

ution of skills training
This study generated aggregated data and basic information on the contrib
) in genera l and Bahir
and micro-financing services provided by micro-financ e institutions (MFIs
ry promotion in patticular
Dar town Administration Micro and Small Scale Enterprises and Indust
reneurs at various levels.
to the improvement living conditions of women small- scale entrep
n's associations will use
Policy makers, micro finance institutions, development agents and wome
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I
I

skills training and microthe findings of the study as inputs in designing programs/project on
study will contribute to
financing to small-scale women entrepreneurs. In addition, the
the discipline. Finally, the
practitioners in the fields of adult education and micro-finance, and to
fields and initiate further
findings of this study may contribute to knowledge reservoir of the
study on other aspects of the research topic under consideration.
I.S Delim itation of the study
s in-group based MSEs
The scope of the study was delimited to small skill women entrepreneur
total population 107,578
in Bahir Dar town, which has a population density of 220,344, from the
and the sampling were
were male and 112,766 were female (PCC, 2008:45). The population
These three centres using
identified to be represented Bahir Dar town among three centres. From
centers six MSEs were
simple random sampling two centres were selected and within the two
respective associations
selected because of the concentration of women entrepreneurs and their
women entrepreneurs.
and accessibility reasons. The sampling frame consists of 890 small-scale
Within tIllS sampling frame 100 representative samples were drown .
1.6 Limita tions of the Study
ghly investigated the role
This study was limited to get financial documents ofthe MSE to thorou
living conditions of smallof Skills training and Micro financing in empowering and improving
members have no skills of
scale women entrepreneurs in the study area, because that the MSE
to solve the problem by
proper docwnentation and accounting. However the researcher tried
collecting their monthly income data through questionnaire.
1. 7 Organ izatio ns of the Thesis
description of the problem,
This thesis is organized in to five chapters. The first chapter provides
literature, which comprises
objectives of the study, while the second Chapter provides review of
re on the topic under
conceptual/theoretical literature, and review of empirical literatu
of the study. Chapter
investigation. Chapter three provides research design and Methodology
of households and their
four provides Major findings Major findings on tIle background
findings on the influence
memb ers and the nature and structure of sampled MSEs . Discus sion of
and improving living
of skills training and access of MFIs institutions for credit in empowering
and recommendation.
conditions is also in tIllS chapter. The last chapter provides conclusion
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CHA PTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
focuses on literature on
This chapter presents and discusses review of related literature. It
rise development in the
education and training of adults, training for wome n's micro-enterp
between women and
informal sector, micro-financing (including a glimpse at the relationships
enterprises, impacts of
micro-finance, different approaches and theories of micro-and smallions of women through
micro-finance activities) and empowering and improving living condit
micro-finance.
2.1 Education and Training of Adults (ETA)
g and development as
Rogers (1992: 118) discusses on the link between education and trainin

follows:•

or activity of the
the development process models should start with the existing state
for change.
participant groups and the participants should be aware ofthe necessity

knowledge and
the program of education and training should develop those skills,
understanding which are necessary for them to take action.
desire change.
• the participants should engaged in social action to bring about the
p, but they are all
emphasizes that, these stages are not all distinct, they frequently overla

•

He

to achieve some measure
necessary to a fully effective development program. It may be possible
permanent development
of planned change while leaving out one or more steps in the path, but
basis of knowledge, skills
calls for all stages - developing critical awareness, developing a solid
and understanding, and engaging a program of social action.
into consideration on the
Rogers (1994: 122) further explained that four points need to be taken
link between education and development:•

of development
That education and training of Adults (ETA) lies at the heart of this route
and carmot be omitted;

•

process;
That attitude formation and change must form a major part of this ETA
The decision-making is involved in this development path; and

•

That the sequence of the steps will vary in a dynamic process.

•
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of activities have to
Without educational training, all interventions will be ineffective. A series
and understanding and
be designed to help adult participants to increase their knowledge, skills
change. (Ibid: 122).
to develop their attitudes in order to bring about the desired development
ping understanding of
Practices showed that in India new equipment is provided without develo
it has been reported that
the appropriate use of this equipment. According to Rogers (1992 ,122),
ely out of action . ..
'almost half of the 300,000 biogas plants installed in India .. . are routin
after the plants once they
' because little attention was paid to educating the villagers in looking
educational training with
were installed. The same author also tried to indicate interactions of
h what he calls it " a
existing state, awareness of the problem, decision-making and action throug
dynamic change process"(Rogers, 1992: 126).

fu;";T""
Awareness of problem! opportunity /possible actions

Educational Trainin~Q'---~ Decision-making

T

Desired of other change
Possible intera ctions in a dynam ic chang e process
Source: Rogers, A. (1992) . Adult Learning/or development (p, 126)
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report (1995) indicates that,
Regard ing the relevance of increas ing of skills, World development
success in an increa singly
increasing the skills and capabilities of workers is a key to econo mic
boost the living standards of
integrated and competitive global economy. Investing in people can
ing capital investment, and
households by expan ding opportunities, raising productivity, attract
increasing earning power.
that training in the informal
In addition, World Bank cited in IIZIDVV (1995: 197) reported
lack of knowledge about
sectors may be sufficient for perpetuating current activities, but
the expansion of informal
marketing, new teclmologies and general business skills may constrain
aimed at remedying these
sector firms . Training service s targeted at small enterprise and
deficiencies have shown some promising positive outcome.
on the third Conference of
According to the paper presented by the FAWE Secretariat (2001: 5)
developed countries is that,
the United Nation s conference regarding girls' education in the less
longer an issue.
Girls' education directly contributes to sustainable development is no
the single most
It is now well documented that educating the girls and wome n is
. The infant
important invest ment that yields maxim um returns for development
gettmg a good
mortality rates decrease, children have a higher probab ility of
generator, which
education and most importantly women becom e an incom e
increases the econo mic power-base of the family.
that those women who
Furthermore, the same source reported "The available eviden ce shows
ies participate in the
have some training and undel1ake some incom e-generating activit
In the wome n's groups,
development of their area much more than the uneducated in rural areas.
ity and participate in several
the women who can write and keep record s hold positions of author
associations or develo pment groups" (ibid).

in the inform al sector
2.2 Train ing for wome n's micro -enter prise develo pment/wome n
the inform al sector during
Goodale (1989) has argued that the increas ing interes t in training for
re, to develop programmes
the 1980s fai led to recognise tlle involvement of women and, therefo
mic producers. The fa ilure to
and strateg ies which distinguish between women and men as econo
ies in different sets of
recognise that wome n and men engage in different econo mic activit
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in 'a relatively male-biased
circumstances and therefore have different training needs has resulted
which women are largely
delineation of both skill acquisition and work in the informal sector, in
women, it has often been
invisible' (Goodale, 1989: 1). Even where training has been targeted at
with the means to make a
inappropriate and ineffective because it has not sought to provide them
further lists examples of
viable income, which would lift them out of poverty. The same author
the issue under discus sion. For example,
•

d it in a context
agencies providing training to women (primarily NGOs) have not pursue
circumstances of
of training for existing or potential market opportunities geared to the
women's lives;

•

•

•

naVtechnical
they have failed to provide training in business skills alongside vocatio
as 'enterprises' ;
skills because women's economic activities were seen as 'projects' not
unity development
such projects have largely been run by generalist and volunteer comm
knowledge of
workers with limited technical and managerial skills to impart and limited
to the feasibility
local markets and market dynamics. Little consideration has been given
; and
of the productive activity, the quality of products and market opportunities
traditional female
women have been given limited awareness of alternatives to
bccn extremely
occupations and tbeir perceptiorfo f their own employment potential has
idery, cooked
narrow. Training has usually been provided in areas such as sewing, embro
ies, which lead to
foods and vegetable gardening, all low-profit, labour-intensive activit
over-supply and can never help women out of poverty.

enterprises in Africa and
Awori (1995) looks at a range of training issues around women's micron, for women who are
divides training needs into three categories: trainin g for low-income wome
mme experience shows
already become entrepreneurs, and for trainers. She sugges ts that progra
technical skills and what
that low-income women need training in three areas: business skills,
child care, family planning
she calls 'counselling in fam ily life education' which covers nutriti on,
three strand s are not
as well as leadership training and group maintenance (p 23 1). If these
g will not be effective. In
offered together, or if technical inputs alone are provided, the trainin
erment components of
particular, she argues that gender awareness, value-oriented, and empow
19) confirms this finding ,
the training are crucial. A study conducted by Leach and others (2000:
12

training should be on gender
although we would argue that the focus of the third category of
uctive role.
awareness raising and confidence-building rather than on wome n's reprod

are also disadvantaged as
In addition to wome n's lower levels of education and training, they
to information (e.g., about
compared with men, owing to the forme r's relative lack of access
ble evidence shows that they
markets, credit, etc.), to new technology (despite the fact that availa
entrepreneurs, which allow
are both users and innovators) and even to networks betwe en
Programmes which promo te
informal flows of often privileged information (Appleton 1995).
not accessible to wome n,
information about training and emplo yment opportunities are usually
business pages of newspapers
for instance, throug h business associations and placement services,
n canno t listen to them, or
and radio progra mmes which are broadcast at times when wome
advertised at places wome n do not frequently visit (Goodale 1989: 12).

poorly thought out and
Moreover, the objectives of training for wome n have often been
found that women's projects
uncoordinated. One examp le is provided by Rogers (1994) who
From his experience, many
often failed to brinJL education/training and production together.
literacy and another income
women's projects provide multiple inputs, of which one might be
learners were encouraged
gerieration. He found that rarely did the one build on the other, so that
ies and to increase control
to use their literacy skills, practically to advance their econo mic activit
out that the vocabulary of
over their own affairs . For example, the same researcher found
activities, women were not
primers/cour se books did not cover words used in econo mic
to memorise them, and often
encouraged to write down their financial transactions, but merely
NGO official and not by the
the accounts of credit groups were kept by a literacy instructor or a
women themselves.

awareness an10ng those who
More generally, it can be said that there has been a lack of gende r
wome n. As a result, those
are involv ed in designing and delivering training opportunities for
(i.e., social, economic and
constraints are operat ing on wome n in the private as well as the public
h the training. There are also
political) sphere s have not been recognised and addressed throug
include: lack of mobility;
constraints, which define and limit women's choice s in life. These
13

household, i.e., whether
either for cultural or domes tic reasons (child care); lack of power in the
ces; child bearing or the
or not there is power of decision-making over men; lack of resour
ctive, reproductive, and
woman's own income; conflicting pressures among her triple roles (produ
credit; discriminatory
community) ; lack of collateral (property or land) with which to obtain
occupations, or at night);
labour legislation (e.g. on pay levels, on women working in certain
ntation, for redress
limited access to justice and political power (e.g. for lobbying or represe
aints when seeking
against sexual violence and abuse). While men may also face constr
if they are poor, the
education, employment, credit or legal representation, particularly
Training programmes for
constraints that women face are additional to those faced by men.
guarantee survival) but
women have at best addressed their practical needs (earning a living to
the underlying causes of
have in most cases ignored their strategic needs, which require tackling
women's subordination to men (Moser, 1991).

of inputs, which have a
The UNFW funded study reporte d by Creevey (1996) examined a range
g. The purpose of the
potential impact on women's micro-enterprises, one of which was trainin
rise projects differed
study was to fi nd out whether the impact on eight women's micro-enterp
y, that is, by providing
depending on whether~the project intervened compr ehensive!Lo r simpl
self-awareness or group
multi-faceted support such as training in technology use, busi ness skills,
as access to credit or a
organisation, or simply offering instead a single type of assistance such
role of mobilisation in
new or improved teclmology. The study also sought to examine the
and management, selfprojects for women, i.e. trainin g of women in group organisation
lives. Some argue that as
awareness and empowerment to assist them to take charge of their
argue that in very
women succeed in business they naturally become empowered, others
successful and more
conservative and restricted enviro nments mobilisation can make them
of new or modifi ed
effective. The findin gs of this study indicated that the combination
t on women's income
teclmology, training and credit had appeared to have a significant impac
sation and increased
levels and quality oflife (and that of their families). The link between mobili
that mobilisation works
income was less clear. This can probably be explained by the fact
provide resources in the
towards longer-term goals of empowerment and does not necessarily
, there is a large body of
short-term which can contribute to raising income levels. Nevertheless
poor women in particular
literature (outsid e that of relating to skills training) which argues that
14

them when they enter the
need awareness raising if they are to overcome the barriers that face
1993; Longwe 1998;
public arena, which is dominated by men (e.g., Moser 1993; Parker
Williams 1994).
sions about training
However, the study reported on by Creevey was unable to draw firm conclu
amounts, of training the
as an effective strategy because it did not distinguish which kinds, or
did find that the women
women received, nor what their initial skill level was. Nevertheless, it
t impacts than those who
who had received training were far more likely to perceive high projec
the sample said they had
had not had training. About 71 % of those who had been trained in
203).
higher incom es as against 48 % of the untrained women (Creevey, 1996:

on the importance of
In contrast to the arguments that are stated in a number of written works
concern that training has
training for micro-enterprise and SME development , there is also a
t Services set up for the
been ineffec tive. Quoting the Working Group on Business Developmen
29) expresses training as
Donor Committee on Small Enterprise Development, (Gibson, 1997:
, information provision,
one type of service, while others includ e counse lling and advice
document p<2ints out th~
technology development-and-transfer, and-bu siness linkages. Tht: same
small-scale microfinance
training was probably the most promin ent instrument used in
ore, the study also
enterprises until the emergence of the microfinance revolution. Theref
interventions, as having
identified the main problems that were associated with early trainin g
too supply-driven with
been too generalised relying on relatively standardised materials,
in an inappropriate topimpractical subject matter far removed from SME realities, delivered
aware of cost control,
down teaching style, delivered by ill-qualified people, insufficiently
g, and insufficiently
insufficiently aware of the need to encourage trainee commitment to learnin
being moved to another
concerned with follow-up in situ (i.e., in the original place instead of
place).
is was gender sensiti ve, it
From the foregoing statements, we should note that if the above analys
g needs of women and
would have added to the list 'insufficientl y aware of the different trainin
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men'. However, it is a typical example of the literature that has focused on SME, selfemployment and the informal sector, which are in place to perpetuate the invisibility of women.

Harper (1989) is particularly damning of attempts to provide business advice and training
through credit organisations and entrepreneurial development programmes, often for those who
have never set up in business before. Such advice and training can never be specific to the
context within which the entrepreneur is working or facilitate access to privileged sources of
information on which successful businesses so often depend. He argues that the only real
bottleneck in micro-enterprise development is lack of credit, and that if training is to be provided
it should be given to government officials so that they can learn to be more tolerant of the
informal sector! He does, however, concede that the very poorest and most disadvantaged are
unlikely to benefit from credit alone and may well need technical (rather than business) skills
training.

Research studies in the area of what is typically referred to as 'small and medium enterprises' or
(SME) - as opposed to micro-enterprises - are not usually concerned with the smallest
enterprises, usually those of the poorest, and so not surprisingly they address men's rather than
women's needs. The examples are studies conducted by Afenyadu, et al. (1999) Learning to
Compete, by Kent and Mushi (1995) Education and Training of Artisans for the Informal Sector
in Tanzania, . :md by McGrath et. al. (1995) Education and Training for the Informal Sector (all

funded by DFID Education Division). Other relevant works are that of King and McGrath
(1999), Grierson (1997) and Grierson and Mackenzie (1998). Despite the fact that, in some
cases, recognising that women have smaller businesses than men, are under-represented in
vocational training and are discriminated against in the labour market (e.g. Kent and Mushi),
these studies fail to engage in any gender analysis as to why this is so, and hence fail to provide
recommendations that would actually address the situation Symptomatic of this is the failure to
provide sex disaggregated data (which of course may not be readily available at the country level
but could easily be pari of the research itself); without such data, there can neither be adequate
recognition of the full extent of discrimination against women in education, training, and
employment, nor can appropriate strategies be developed. This is despite the fact that women
often make up half of those working in the informal sector and sometimes more.
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ess' which was funded by
A recent and large-s cale three-year study on 'learning-led competitiven
This study sought to
Department for International development (DFID) can be a case in point.
in developing competitive
extend our understanding of the role that education and training plays
women do not feature in
enterprises in three African countries. However, according to the study,
the constraints, which the
this competitive world except in passing, although ironically some of
and others (1999) state
researchers identify, are in fact gender-specific. For example, Afenyadu
rovingly, as follows:
entrepreneurs who see their small-scale microfinance enterprises disapp
d in other
as having the primm y function ofproviding income that can then be investe
n and land
household activities and strategies such as education for childre
bility and
profita
acquisition. This non-entrepreneurial outlook... reduces the likely
d effectiveness
growth of enterprises and, if not taken into account, can lead to reduce
of interventions. (p ix)
most likely to be women,
Those who channel income from the enterprise into the household are
as cigarettes or alcohol ic
while men might channel it into land (or into their own 'luxuries' such
families are likely to be
drinks). At the same time, the pressures on women to provide for their
cases, they are solely
much greater and more continuous than those on men, as in many
these gender-specific
resQonsible for feeding themselves and their children. Addressing
ed structure not only of constraints requires an understanding and an examination of the gender
of which are institutions
the market but also of the household, the state and the community, all
ut this, the chances of
which impac t on women and men differently (Kabeer, 1994). Witho
enterprises among the
developing strategies, which will support the development of competitive
developing world's many women entrepreneurs, are limited.
ll (1999a), whose study
One exception to the lack of gender sensitivity in the literature is Benne
socially excluded does,
for ILO on skills development among the economically vulnerable and
tly. He cites Moser
by nature of its topic, consider women's circumstances and needs explici
has been closely related to
(1991: 158 -178) who points out that most formal training for women
itself part of 'deep-seated,
gender-stereotyped tasks and occupations and in this respect it is by
continues:
culturally sanctioned forms of gender inequality' (p 25). Bennell (1999)
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least up until
A comm on criticism of public sector training for the poor is that, at
problem of
wider
fairly recently, it has been largely 'gender blind' which is part of a
, theoretically
mainly male policymakers simply 'not seeing' women. Without a strong
address the
to
failed
well-grounded gender perspective, training programmes have
invisibility of women in the informal sector. (p 32)

division that exists 111
The same study conducted by Bennell highlights the unhealthy
ate economic growth
development agencies between programmes which are intended to stimul
economically (owners of
and therefore address those sectors of the population that are valuable
intended to alleviate the
medium or large enterprises, skilled labour, etc.) and those which are
sanitation, housing and
plight of the poor (social development programmes, e.g., in healthcare,
d and the marginalised.
small-scale income generation) and which target the disadvantage
, unsurprisingly, twoWomen are to be found disproportionately in this latter category. Hence
of the literature on smallthirds of the world's poor are estimated to be women. Although much
or poverty alleviation
scale microfinance enterprises is frequently located in a pro-poor
significantly larger and
perspective, it is actually concerned with those enterprises which are
particular (DIFD, 2001:
more stable than those run by the very poor in general, and by women in
23).

so poor' (these being
Indeed, -interventions around training for SME target at the 'not
production, growth and
disproportionately men and are informed by an economic discourse of
by social development
competitiveness), on one hand and training interventions funded
social science discourse),
progran1IIles target women disproportionately (and are informed by a
of interventions, and the
on the other hand (Bennell, 1999b). By dealing with these two sets
nt departments), he
findings of research that inform them, separately (usually through differe
poor, and women , from
further argues , development agencies will continue to exclude the very
they will ensure that they
strategies for economic growth (including SME promotion). Therefore,
remain poor and marginalised .
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2.3 Micro-financing
2.3.1 A Glimpse at Women and Micro Finance
It is undebatable fact that financial resources are key factors to improve women's lives. One of

the means of availing financial resources to women is micro fmance. Many poor people living in
rural and urban areas, which women constitute the majority, possess some form of capital
ranging from land, property to skills. However, in poor countries, these forms of capital have not
been accorded the adequate economic value). This is due to lack of legal protection, as a result
of which it can easily be taken or controlled by the powerful or dominant groups or even the
government. Consequently, the poor, including women are not in a position to gain access to
formal banking systems that require borrowers to furnish collateral to access loans (ibid).
Furthermore, traditional banks are not generally interested in issuing small loans as the interest
benefits do not exceed the transaction costs. Therefore, industry emerged to satisfy the financial
needs of the poor, including women. Concerning women, micro finance has two main goals poverty alleviation and women empowernlent.

According to a UNDP repOll among those 13 billion people living on less than $ 1 a day, 70% of
them are women (UNDP, 1997: 36).

In addition, women's participation in develo.pment,

particularly in Africa, has been rated as low. This low participation is a result of the gender
inequality in terms of access to and control over resources as well as that of the less than
satisfactory impact of public investments in development, particularly in Africa, which has been
rated as low. This low participation is a result of the gender inequality in terms of access to and
control over resources as well as the less than satisfactory impact of public investments in
development (Ngozi, 2002). Thus, there is an apparent minimization of calling for polices and
measures to tackle the problem. Micro finance is seen as one of the strategies that specifically
address these dire needs of women (ibid).

In fact, it is the existence of abject poverty of women, which triggered the emergence of the
concept of institutional micro finance in Bangladesh in the 1970's. In this regards, Hashemih
(1997 :250), quoting Professor Muhammad Yunus who is founder of the Grameen Bank,
explains:
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arduous
I felt concern at the patience earned by landless women after a long
could
day's work, labouring for other people. He reasoned that if these women
the
of
much
retain
could
work themselves instead of working for others they
Hulme
in
surplus generated by their labours, currently enjoyed by others (cited
and Moore, 2003:4)
the poor, particularly the
However, there is a doubt whether or not micro finance is suitab le for
whether or not the poor
poorer? Women in most cases live in a subsistence economy and
questionable (Mosle y and
prioritized credit over other services, such as health and water is
of loans because of its
Hulme , 1998 :783). The poor prefer consumption loans to other forms
y - income protection
vulnerability to shocks . For the poor, improvements in economic securit
it uses to maintain its
rather than promotion is its first priority (ibid). Even if it needs credit;
ux, 2005).
fragi le living condition that is dependent on substance economy (Mayo
to increase their income
Different studies indicate that the better borrowers have an opportunity
y assets and skills and are
from micro finance loan. This is because better borrowers have alread
risks. For them business
able to make better use of credit. The poorest have less able to take
borrowers with a more
failure was more likely top provoke a livelihood crises than it was for
of assets and unofficial
secure assets base._ Specific crises include: bankruptcy, forced sale
and Mosley, 1996 cited in
pledging of .assets to others members of a borrowing group (Hulm e
Jolmson and Rogaly, 1997: 12).
cannot be a hindrance
Contrary to this doubt, there are those who argue that poorness by itself
finance rather than the
for accessing finical resources. It is method of service delivery of micro
to Johnson and Rogaly
poorness that affect the poor in access ing financial resources According
approach and strategy is
(1997: 16), the poor can save as well as uses credit effectively if proper
y save in ways that we
applied. They give their justification on the ground that the poor alread
le, that can be easily
many not consider as "normal" savings investing in assets; for examp
g materials, etc.).
exchanged to cash in the future (gold jewellery, domestic animals, buildin
y finance specialists increa singly view impro vements in economic securit
y reduction. From the
income protection rather than promotion as the first step to povert
can help the poor to adjust
perspectives of poverty reduction, access to reliable saving facilitates

Therefore,

lTIlCro
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greatly improving their
its consumption pattern over periods of cyclical or unexp ected crises thus
y that access to credit
economic security. It is only when people have the same economic securit
their enterprise or creating
can help them move out of poverty by improving the productivity of
new sources of livelihood (ibid).
financial services, micro
In addition to helping the poor to improve their lives by channelling
ns to women's advantage"
finance ventures are viewed as "instruments to change gender relatio
thus increas ing income
(Mayox, 1999). Women use savings and credit for economic activities,
ent of income and control
and assets and control over these incomes and assets. Such an increm
making in the household,
over it which, in turn, may increase their role in economic decision
Their increased economic
leading to greater well being for women and children as well as men.
n and men (Mayoux,
role also may lead to bring about change in gender relation between wome
1997).
l over resources such
Micro financing provides women with an opportunity to access and contro
on services. A properly
as fund, capital, equipment, and education! training health and nutriti
ts in the form of income,
channe lled micro finance service s also enable women to enjoy benefi
t in terms ofClec ision, in
asset ownership, status etc. It similarly enllanc es women' s empowermen
ty.
the decision-making image and self confidence, or generational capaci
g. The direct provision of
It also promotes labour and time saving technologies and skill trainin
economic changes for
micro-credit to small-scale women entrep reneur s is one of social and
financing programs are
women (Fang & Perret, 1991). Essentially, the primary targets of microcountries. Impro ving the
women who are often marginalized in many aspects in the developing
an additional significant
life of women is improving more than 50% of the population with
impact on the life of their male partners and children.
cultural restrictions on
Studies made in 12 West Afri can countries show that there are legal and
antaged in their access to
women activities and women in these countries are found to be disadv
small business/sma ll-scale
education, skills, and capital that improve their ability to succee d in
l restrictions imposed
sectors (Webster & Fider, 1996). In spite of the fact that there are cultura
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in the Grameen Bank' s
on women, and they relatively achieve low level of education and skills,
lves in various income
experiences, micro financing enabled poor women to engage themse
ting activities include: both
generating activities (Lutfun & Osmani, 1998). These income genera
trade. Micro-financing
farm and non-farm activities such as poultry , horticulture and petty
raising training which may
programs often provide non-credit inputs such as consciousness
empower the poor, especially women (Khandker, 1998).
tion depends on how far
The success of micro-financing and educational training in poverty allevia
2000). In order to assess the
it can address the constraints faced by the poor households (Rahmanr,
employment generation, and
impact of micro financing on household income, household savings,
studies documented that it
human capital formation using various research methodologies, some
levels. For instance, micro
had impact on alleviating poverty at both household and community
out of the total population in
financing is one of the factors for reducing poverty in Bangladesh 6 came out of poverty by
the country, 50% and 53% of the population in 1991 /92 and 1995/9
tively (The Economist, 1998
getting involved in different types of micro financing activities respec
cited in Meehan, 1999).
finan'cial services to-the poor,
Due to the recognition of the fact, today efforts are made to provide
n comprise nearly 74% of the
particularly to' wome n. For instance, it has been estimated that wome
MFIs (Wolday & Narayana,
19 million of the world 's poorest people that is now being served by
2008: 89).
given high priority. (Sally,
At international level, providing micro finance to the poor has been
such as the World Bank and
1995: 47) states that, promi nent figure s of international institutions
poverty, particularly to that of
the United Nations consider micro finance as a major tool to tackle
says: "credit is an effective
women. For instance, the President of World Bank, James Wolfensolm
l anti-povelty tool for the
way of reaching women. The UN Secretary General calls it "a critica
of developing countries have
poorest, especially wome n. Similarly, at national level, govenm1ents
of Ethiopia declared the
given high importance to micro finance. For instance, the wome n policy
micro finance (TGE, 1993).
necess ity of availing financial recourses to the poor through the use of
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people who are engaged in
In most African countries today, there are large numbers of
cs. According to ILO
economic activities that generally go unrecorded in the official statisti
areas, MSEs contribute
(1986) , out of the total proportion of labour force employed in urban
contribute 25% to 33
about 40% to 60% of urban labour force that are employed and quite likely
% of urban income.
been receiving crucial
Similarly, Tegegne and Mulat (2005) argue that micro enterprises have
is the potential that they
attention by donors and governments since 1980s. The major reason
In addition, they can
bring equitable income distribution and use local resource efficiently.
allowing for greater
stimulate the local economy by increasing aggregate demand and
investment.
has got recognition in
Likewise, Bromley (1978) argues that the concept of the MSE sector
ches have emerged to
development literature since 1970s. Since then, three contending approa
author, are: (a) social
explain the concept. These three approaches, according to the same
marginality , (b) state regulation and (c) small scale enterprises.
into four levels: micro,
However, according to Taye (1997) , enterprises are usually divided
ed definition for the
small, medium, and large. On the otller hand, there is no universally accept
on the level of economic
concept of enterprise. The concept varies from country to country based
ries can be based on
development of the country. Classifying enterprises in the above four catego
firm. Accordingly , an
a firm's assets, sales, or number of employees who is working in the
y, may be medium or
enterprise, which is considered as small-scale enterprise in one countr
micro enterprise in another country.
yees, total assets, and
Similarly, quoting the World Bank, (Rudjito, 2004) uses nwnber of emplo
For the Bank, micro
annual sales for classifying enterprises as micro, slam, medium, and large.
100.00 and which are
enterprises are defined as firms witll total assets and sales of about US$
firms with total assets or
able to employ 10 persons; while small enterprises are individuals or
y workers from 10 to 15
annual sales that range from US$ 100,000 to US$ 3 million and emplo
person s.
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uting to job creation and
The importance of MSEs , including medium enterprises in contrib
acturing sector and foster
output growth and sustainable development can deepen the manuf
associated with uneven
economic growth and thereby helping to alleviate some of the problems
poverty and help as a
income distribution. With this advantage, MSEs , therefore, can reduce
settings (ibid).
seedbed for development of medium and large scale enterprises in urban

2.3.4 Impacts of Micro Finance Activities

Ethiopia. All MFIs have
Poverty reduction has been a concern of the micro finance industry in
s below the poverty line or
been attempting to apply new financial methodologies to reach familie
which accessed the impact
target the very poor. However, there have been very limited studies,
n's (2001) case study on
of micro financ e institutions on poverty reduction. For example, Meeha
were particularly able
Dedebit and Credit Saving Institution (DECSI) reveals that, female clients
to them, due to lack of
to take on trading activities, which had previously been inaccessible
e impact primarily on
capital. The increased income generated by the credit input had a positiv
well as clothing and other
household food supply, and on educational provision for children as
basic necessities.- s to the poor has a crucial
The same study also indicated that the provision of financial service
y. But, this role must be
role to play in providing household food security and alleviating povert
policy environment and
seen in the context of development of the overall economy, in which
investment, all play their
priorities, infrastructure development , government and private sectors
part.
ra Credit and Saving
Getaneh's (2001) study reveals that the financial services of Amha
clients. Access to finance
Institution (ACSI) has increased income and improved food security of
Clients reported that they
in the rural areas has improved access to education and health services.
The results of the study
were better off after obtaining the financial services that ACSI provided.
38 % of them reported
reveal that although 50 percent of the clients of ACSI are female, only
dents revealed that they
that they manage the enterprises themselves. About 55% of the respon
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7% reported that their
manage the enterprises jointly with their husbands. The remammg
husbands run the activities of their enterprises.
ia between 1989 and
Using household survey data collected from 15 villages in rural Ethiop
and land ownership were
1995, Dercon (1999) found out that access to infrastructure, education,
poverty. The results also
important variables in explaining the coming-out of households from
poor or experienced abject
indicate that more female headed households and older people stay
reveals that there were
poverty compared with male and younger people. Dercon (2000) further
a rapid improvement in
signs of poverty reduction measured in terms of consumption and
s in primary health care
primary emolment rates. The results also suggest that improvement
with substantial human
delivery. Dercon and Krishnan (1998) also bring out that households
both lower poverty levels
capital and physical capital, and better access to roads and town have
to roads and towns also
and are more likely to get better off over time. Human capital and access
that households with
reduce fluctuations in poverty across the seasons. The study also reports
lower poverty levels and
better physical capital endowment, in terms of land and oxen, had
no detailed studies on the
showed larger poverty declines. Although, as stated earlier , there are
tured that if poverty
impact of the delivery of financial services on poverty, it can be conjec
ry of financial services
declined as a result of better physical capital endowments and if the delive
then it is clear that the
as indicated earlier provides opportunities to increase income and assets,
country.
micro finance interventions contribute to the decline of poverty in the
n borrowers who had took
Tsehay and Mengi stu (2002) also reveal that over 84% of the wome
substantial amount of the
repeated loan in rural and urban areas, respectively contributed to a
areas and 38% of the same
household income. Over 46% of frequent women borrowers in rural
ted from their business. As
in urban areas indicated that they had control over the income genera
gained ownership over
a result of accessing financial services, women clients indicated that they
were able to cope with
the asset they bought as a result of the facilities available. Households
income generated from
temporary difficulties or crisis-situations because of their saving s and
urban borrowers who taken
their enterprises. Only about 3.4 percent of rural and 22.8 percent of
was actually used by their
repeat loans indicat ed that though the loan is in their name, the money
husbands or sons and they have not benefited much from it.
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A relatively detailed study made on DECSI by Borchgrevink and others (2003) also analyze the
impact of DECSIs Program at household level and conclude that it had positive impacts on the
lives of the clients. Compared to non-clients, clients of the Institutes have been significantly
more likely to improve their life situation over the five-year period prior to the study. The
situation of clients improved in terms of income, consumption and assets. They also seem to be
more food secure and less vulnerable to shocks. Improvements in living conditions are equally
distributed among clients of the different wealth categories. Interestingly enough, in this case
study, the fact that female clients have been particularly successful in improving their living
conditions. This indicates that the DECSI strategy of giving special priority to women over other
sections of the population has been a wise one.

According to the study mentioned above, although women are slightly under-represented,
DECSI has been fairly successful in recruiting women. In terms of outreach, women comprise
39% of the DECSI clients, whereas the percentage for female-headed household is 30%. About
30% of the loans are given to female household heads to engage themselves in alternative types
of income generating activities. As many as 69% of female clients report that their living
conditions have improved over the last five years, while the corresponding figure for men was
only 54%. In terrlls of improvements to the household's asset base, however, the difference is not
significant (53% women report improvements compared to 51 % men).

The results of the study also indicated that the financial services of DECSI have contributed to
the improvements in the social position of women. It is reasonable to conclude that the effect of
drawing women into activities where they become responsible loan takers, and are forced to
form groups, is a contribution to improving women's overall social and cultural position. How
much of this change should be attributed to the DECSI program is of course impossible to
ascertain - more important is perhaps to see the DECSI program as one element in a more
general movement towards improved conditions for women-a movement where creating
independent foundations is inseparable from a change of mentality and improvements in
organizational skills.
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Morris and Barnes (2005) investigate the impact of three micro finance progran1s in Uganda FINCA, FOCCAS and PRIDE. The study found out that those programmes had had positive
impact on the addition of new products and services, improvement of enterprise sites and
markets, a reduction in the costs of inventory purchases, and an increase in sales volume.
Household level impacts included new enterprises began; increased amounts spent on durable
assets and agricultural inputs, increased amounts of cultivated agricultural land, and increased
amounts of household income from crops. Micro finance programs help client households to
reduce financial vulnerability through the diversification of income sources and accumulation of
assets. After Kah, Olds and Kah had studied the role of micro credit in social capital formation in
Senegal from both a rational choice and a Marxist perspective in comprehensive way in 2005,
they also conclude their study with recommendations on how to better leverage micro credit and
social capital in order to fill the vacuun1 left by restructuring of the welfare state through
structural adjustment program and neo-liberal reforms.

Baumann (2005) points out that the sustainability ofNGOs helps them to manage micro finance
institutions successfully in South Africa, where the society has extreme income disparities.
NGOs must recover operating costs, especially salaries equivalent to those in the First World
countries. Yet, clients of micro~finance institutions in South Africa are among the pooreshn-their
ability to repay loans, as it is common in the Third World countries. Baumann then suggested for
alternatives to the NGO-based micro credit model.

Regarding the impact of micro finance on household income and employment in Andhra Pradesh
State of India, the study conducted by Rao and Bavaiah (2005) conclude that with the financial
assistance of Share Micro Finance Limited (SML) the income earned by beneficiaries through
new economic activity contributed 58 percent to 90 percent of the total income. The micro
finance provided by SML to the respondent households not only increased their annual income
but also reduced the inequalities in the distribution of annual income.

Getaneh (2005) reveals that after being long time client of Aniliara Credit and Savings Institution
(ACS I) and after taking 8 to 9 consecutive loan cycles, the absorptive capacity and the loan size
taken by an individual enterprise is hardly difficult to compare the current statuses with what it
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enterprise and household
was when clients joined the MFI afresh eight-nine years ago. Whatever
g much basic needs as
income increment is attained, there is no guarantee that it goes to meetin
ra Region where such
food security to the household and its members in the context of the Amha
ere to be as important as
services are poorly provided. Micro savings, which is provided elsewh
, seems to be given little
micro credit service in terms of guarding the poor against vulnerability
enjoying the full benefit
attention even by the micro finance service providers. Women are not
out of the services though it primarily targets them.
te access to food by
Hailu (2005) points out that micro finance for poor households would facilita
ed through the credit
creating capacity to purchase food from off-farm activities earning financ
of credit for the purchase
line of micro finance. It can also enable access to food through delivery
protecting the productive
of food in order to stabilize consumption in the household and thereby
finance food needs of the
assets of the household which other wise would have been sold to
household.
d with limited number
Kelifa (2006) reveals that in Oromia Region high level of poverty couple
ded the Oromia Credit and
of financial institutions catering financial services to rural poor deman
findings ofthos e limited
Saving Share Company (OCSSCO) to expand its financial services. The
of the OCSSCO show
impact studie·s which have been conducted so far in the intervention areas
ood of the poor. This
positive contribution of financial services in enhancing the livelih
, which eventually led to
contribution has encouraged OCSSCQ to further expand its service
growth of financial services.
ng the active poor, it
Kajela (2006) also found out that, with the current growth rate of reachi
all the 75 percent of the
would take nearl y 633 years to micro finance institutions to cover
ded that the MFls are
population under poverty line in Oromia Region. The study conclu
rural parts of the Region.
performing in dynamic ways in addressing poverty both in urban and
of the Micro Finance
The growth of loan clients, loan portfolio and savings mobili zation
considering the very vast
Institutions in Oromia Region are highly commendable. However,
above-mentioned tlu·ee
population of Oromia, the current growth rates of the MFls in all the
t of Social Return on
indicators would not suffice in any standard. The study used the concep
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Investment (SROI), which is an emerging concept in economic development, in order to measure
the impact of micro financing and concluded that all the MFIs in Oromia Region brought more
than 200 percent financial and social rate of return on investment. The study recommended for
the establishment of more MFls and outsourcing their services through private moneylenders as
loan providers, lending through CBOs (e. g., edirs, mahiber, and indigenous institutions - Gada
structure in Borena), networking with co-operative organizations, etc. Finally, the study
suggested designing social security insurance through indigenous institutions in order to address
the marginalized groups ofthe society.
2.4 Empowering and Improving Living conditions of Women through Micro finance

There are different views on whether micro financing empowers poor women or not. According
to Mayoux (1999), some argue that, there is positive evidence that women's involvement in
micro finance empowers them if the programme intervention is properly designed. Others say
micro finance has limitation to empower women but has a contribution for alleviation of poverty
and still some others argue that micro financing does not automatically lead to empowerment but
through a combination of different interventions and with a long period of time it may lead to
empowerment (ibid)._ _

Many studies indicate women's income increment and empowerment because of their
involvement in micro finance. For example, the women' s empowerment progran1 in Napal fo und
that 68% of its members were making decisions on sending their daughters to school, negotiating
their children's marriages, buying and selling property and plaruling their family. However,
husbands have been traditionally made these decisions alone before they get involved in such
activities (ILO, 1998).

The finding of the study conducted in Bangladesh confirms that those women who got involved
in micro finance had shown improvements in their physical mobility, economic security, ability
to make own purchases, freedom from family domination and violence. Another study carried
out in Sri Lanka found out that loans contributed to women's independent income, giving them
more bargaining power in their relation with male family members - promote gender.
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tion between micro
In Ethiopia, some case studies indicate the existence of positive correla
finance services anlOng
finance and wome n's empowerment. A study on the impact of micro
reveals that, the women 's
poor women in Ethiopia undertaken by Tsehay and Mengistu in 2002
ally, in cases where
business contributed a substantial amount to the household income. Especi
s of income for the
the women are household heads, their businesses were the sole source
s such as food, clothing,
household. They were able to provide the basic needs of their familie
had access to the income
health and education. In addition, most women clients indicate that they
asset they brought from
generated from their business. The women gained ownership over any
larly beginners showed
the amount of the loan received from the MFIs. Only few clients, particu
53-58).
a tendency to give the loan to their husbands (Tsehay and Megestu, 2002:
s along side with credit
In those mICro finance interventions that provide additional service
For example, a study
programs, the empowerment of women is found to be border in its scope.
that provide additional
carried out in Ghana indicates that women involved in credit programs
micro finance clients and
complementary services showed higher rates of breast-feeding among
red to non-clients. In
better health outcomes among their one year-old children, as compa
is one the micro finance
Uganda, the c1ieJJts of a micro finance known as FOCCAS (which
non-clients. Therefore,
programs in the country) demonstrated better health -care practices than
for their children and
95% of the clients were found out to use improved nutritional techniques
32% tried at least one AIDS prevention technique (ibid).
of poor women without
Contrary to this, focusing upon the market and financial liquidity
that the foundation of
tackling the socio-economic structure that underlie poverty, sceptics argue
instrument for women's
class structure and patriarchy liinits the potential of micro finance as an
that, even in financially
disempowerment has been noticed. Available evidence suggests
erment is often limited
succes sful micro finance programmes , actual contribution to empow
(Mayoux, 1997).
increment may result in
Many women have limited control over income. Their income
more of their earnings for
deterioration of household wellbeing. This is because the men retain
both production and
their own use. Women often have greater workloads combining
ment in micro finance
reproductive tasks (Mayoux, 2002; Mayoux, 1997). Additional engage
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programmmes may increase the burden of workload, which may lead to the decline of service
provision to the family . Additional workload also has an effect on girls' education. Girls share
with their mothers the domestic work. The additional workload due to engagement in micro
finance is expected to be covered by girls and result in dropouts of girls from schools (ibid).

According to Chen (1997), women clients in micro finance services experience changes through
the following pathways:
•

Material: Changes in access to and control over material resources, in level of income,
and in satisfaction of basic needs;

•

Cognitive: Changes in level of knowledge, skill, and awareness of these wider
environment;

•

Perceptual: Changes in an individual 's perception of her own individuality, interests and
value; and in the perception by others of individual' s contributions and worth; and

•

Relational: Changes in contractual agreements bargaining power and ability to resist
exploitation. (p. 80).

.

Chen adds that the likely sequence of these changes is that initially clients experience increased

--

access to material resources and then increases in knowledge, skills and awareness of their
environment: Then, their perceptions of their own individuality, interests, value (self-esteem and
self-worth) improves so that, eventually, they begin to bargain effectively for more equal or less
exploitive relationships with their family and commlmity. Moreover, education, employment and
ownership rights of women have a powerful influence on the ability of women to control their
environment and contribute to economic development and at the end of the day empower them
economically, politically and socially.

Empowerment is generally a process of enhancing an individual's and group's capacity to make
choices and transform those into desired actions and outcomes. Empowerment of women mainly
focuses on access to economic resources, participation in political and social affairs, making
decisions at the household and community level, end violence against them and a change in their
image and status in the society. The achievement of all these is a matter of human rights and a
condition for social justice. Lack of access to resources and development of human capital limit
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empowerment of women. The major indicators for women empowerment can be categorized
broadly into economic empowerment, political empowerment, and socio-cultural empowerment.

The study conducted in Ethiopia by the WABEKBON Development Consultancy Firm (2006)
indicates that the participation of women clients in micro finance activities has improved their
income, because they launched new ventures and also expanded their economic activities
horizontally and vertically. Women clients have also created assets, including controlling land,
due to the improved decision-making on receiving credit, savings, and improved income as a
result of access to finance from MFls. Women client's dependence on their husbands has been
reduced and their increased income enabled women clients to be self-reliant and endowed them
with economic empowerment. Micro finance also contributed significantly to women clients'
self-esteem and confidence. This might be due to the increased level of acceptance and
appreciation both at household and community levels. Moreover, the empowerment level of
women clients of rural and urban areas seems to be similar and there is no statistical difference
between the two groups in all parameters.

Some other major findings of the above-stated study focus on the contributions of micro finance
services made to significant changes in women' ability to make decisions, improving their income, to asset-creation ownership, to improving women's negotiation capacity, to significantly
increase their self-esteem and self-confidence and participation in political affairs, and their
knowledge about some communicable diseases and practices of modern health promotion
methods. Specifically, the study documented each finding as follows:-

• Decision-making: Micro finance services brought significant changes on the level of

women clients' participation in decision making such as receiving loan, loan utilization,
savings, and repayment. Moreover, consultation and joint decision with husbands
improved on such matters .

• Income: Participation in the micro finance services has improved the women clients'

income. Further, women clients expanded their economic activities horizontally and
vertically compared to the non- clients. The women clients lawlched new economic
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activities such as crop production, trade, livestock husbandry, handcrafts, and others.
But, the non-client women launched only trade and other economic activities as new
ventures. Women clients diversified their economic activities more than the non-clients
due to the participation in microfinance services .

• Asset-creation Ownership: More micro finance clients own assets compared to the

before and the non-clients groups. Moreover, micro finance services contributed
towards having better access to and control over land as compared to the other
groups. This was due to the improved decision-making on receiving credit, savings,
and improved income of women as a result of the micro finance services. The degree
of women clients' dependence on their husbands is the lowest from all the three
groups. It was logical that the increa'sed income due to the micro finance intervention '
led women clients to self-reliance and economic empowerment.

• Positive Images: Micro finance services positively improved price negotiation

capacity of the women clients. The major reasons could be the frequent travel to
markets on one hand and the improved income of the women on the other. Micro
finance has also positively contributed to changes in attitude of moneylenders
towards women clients' loan utilization and repayment capacity .

• Self-confidence and Participation in Politics: Women clients' self esteem and

importance has increased significantly after the MFI intervention. The microfinance
interventions contributed to the women clients' level of confidence and interests in
assuming political positions in the local administration. The attribution to women
clients' self-esteem and confidence might be due to the increased level of
acceptance and appreciation both at household and community levels. On the other
hand, the women clients' earning capacity also increased due to the MFI's
intervention. The increased income and participation in decision-making on
household assets might have contributed to the improvement in women clients' selfrespect.
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• Knowledge and Practices: Micro finance intervention has contributed to
increased knowledge of the women clients about HIVI AIDS prevention, reduced
HTP, and increased use of modern family planning methods. This might be due to
the group discussions and interaction of the women clients during their monthly
repayment meetings. The clients' monthly meeting became a good forum for
health extension agents to create awareness on HIVIAIDS, HTP, and promotion
of modern family planning methods. (pp. 50 -51).

A qualitative study which was focused only on 60 matured women clients undertaken by Garber
and his colleagues (2006) reveals that a great majority of the clients of ACSI have stated that life
in the past has been one in abject poverty with no or extremely limited resources. Often, clients
said that life before they had joined ACSI was like Yechelema gize (meaning, a dark age) in that
they do not want to be reminded of. They were dependent, in exploitative relationships, with no
knowledge of what to do to improve their lignin conditions. They were filled with fear for future,
hesitancy about their own skills and capabilities, and lived a life of suffering. They did not think
that their lives or even their hard work added up to anything. Their efforts could only keep them
at the subsistence level of existence with no means to move out of that state.

All the sample clients (60 women) in the aforementioned study reported that their participation in
the ACSI Program has been a life-changing event. They feel much better about themselves and
their small successes. Since joining ACSI and accessing the credit service, they have experienced
significant and positive changes in their lives. Therefore, they praised ACSI that had provided
them with the most important resources-credit to improve their lives.

The quantitative part of the same study of Garber, et al. (2006) shows that the micro finance
Program of ACSI has resulted in a remarkable impact at individual level (e.g. , changes in
income, savings, management skills, entrepreneurial skills and literacy), at household level (e. g.,
changes in average household income, food security, children' s schooling, asset, coping with
medical emergencies, and ability to buy clothing from business income), at enterprise level (e.
g., type of businesses, acquiring increased business knowledge, change in enterprise income,
improvement in enterprises, changes in asset of enterprise, changes in animal asset ownership,
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investment of new loans in the enterprise and reinvestment of enterprise income in the business
and at community level (e. g., employment, including possibility of job creation, problematic
child labour, receiving food aid, integration, and increase of women clients). Those are the main
quantitative impact of the micro finance services of the ACSI Program in Amhara Region since
the last five years.

The impact study of Borchgrevink et. al. (2005) reveals that DECSI's Microfinance Program has
been having positive impacts on the livelihoods of the poor in Tigray Region. Its
accomplishments are even more impressive considering the difficult economic and ecological
contexWn which the Program operates. According to the results of the study, the Program has
had a positive impact on the livelihoods of its clients compared to non-clients; clients have
experienced greater improvement over the last five years. Their situation has improved in terms
of their income, consumption and assets. They also seem to be more food secure and less
vulnerable to shocks and have a greater diversification in terms of income sources. The study
found that the improvement in economic condition of the clients is a necessary condition for
DECSI's Progranl so that it could lead to social and political empowerment for the marginalized
group.

About 70% ·of the women clients revealed that their living conditions had improved after
DECSI's intervention, which is higher than the responses of male clients, which is 66%.
However, about 13% of the women clients reported that their living condition deteriorated after
the intervention. The study also shows that 35 percent of the female household heads and
married women have taken loans in their names. Among those who took loan, married women
constitute 47%. Close to two-third of the women did not take loan. Married women take loans
with the consent of their husbands. Even the decision to use the last loan taken in their names
was jointly decided with their husbands are reported by 36 percent of the respondents. When we
look at the purpose of the loan, maj ority of the married women used it to purchase oxen, which is
an important traction animal for cultivation. It should be noted that agriculture is a male
dominated activity where husbands have vested interest. Although the joint decision is a good
practice, the rationale for joint decision on how to use loan appears to be influenced by the
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imbalance of power relationship between husband and wife. Women have the feeling of
insecurity that their husbands will leave them if they don' t agree with what they say.

A wife and a husband decide jointly on which crops to cultivate, how much of the harvest to sell,
which items to buy in the market, who should go to the market, when to sell animals and
children's schooling. Unlike the married women, the female-headed households decide alone on
these issues. Among the interviewed DECSI clients, 56 percent reported that their involvement
in household decision-making has increased. The non-DECSI clients (52 percent) noted that they
had no change in their involvement in household decision-making (Wolday & Narayana, 2008:
55).

....

Women usually attend women's association meetings. The association is a forum for learning
new things, discuss problems, influence community issues and a means to access services (e.g.,
jobs, and relief food). About 30 percent of the interviewed women, according to Wolday and
Narayana (2008: 56) expressed that they had never gone or rarely gone to meetings of women's
associations. The reasons for not attending meetings were illness, lack of time, shy of appearing
in public and not allowed as member, organization not seen as relevant. Women's participation
at their associations meetings is low. The study shows that 48 percent of the women have never
spoken at meetings.
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CHA PTER THR EE
RESE ARC H DESIGN AND MET HOD OLO GY
yed. The chapter describes
This chapter presents and describes the design and methodology emplo
instruments/tools and various
target population and sampling teclmiques, data gathering research
y of these instruments. It
mechanisms taken in the study in order to ensure the reliability and validit
management and the ethics
further explains both quantitative and qualitative data analyses and
employed in the research undertaking.

3.1 Resea rch Design
s and methods to generate
This study used both quantitative and qualitative research design
nation of research designs, the
pertinent data from primary and secondary sources. With this combi
ing in empowering and
study tried to investigate the role of skills training and micro financ
Bahir Dar town. In order to
improving living conditions of small-scale women entrepreneurs of
ering and improving the
measure the impact of skills trainin g and micro-financing on empow
design to assess the role
respondents' living conditions, the researcher utilize d descriptive survey
living conditions of smallof skills trainin g_and mi cro-fin ancin g in empowering and improving
characterized by involving
scale women entrepreneurs of Bahir Dar town. The method is
includ es closed-ended , openprobability sampling teclmiques and employing questionnaire (which
ch instrum ent to generate the
ended and mixed items translated in Amharic version) as a resear
e which had been developed
pertinent data. The adopted and contextualized structured questionnair
s of the respondents, socioand emplo yed in the study consists of socio-demographic characteristic
administered to total of 100
economic status before and after interventions, and so on and was
small- scale women entrepreneurs in the town.
as semi-structured interviews,
In addition, the study emplo yed qualitative research design , such
and explain the informants'
FGDs, content analys is as well as docum entary analysis to understand
of skills training and microviews on the objectives of MSE in the town, the contributions
the small-scale micro-fi nance
financing to improve the living conditions of those participants in
at household level 'in the
enterpri ses and empow er them in socio-economic decision-making power
ically, to understand the
light of their frame of referen ce by utilizing a holistic approach, Specif
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views of and the attitude towards the contributions of MSEs to increase average income, improve
living conditions and to empower the entrepreneurs to make decisions, the method used in the
study was interviewing. The interviews were conducted on two levels: semi-structured and focus
group. This allowed data generated during the two types of interviews to be cross-referenced. It
also served as an integral part of the triangulation process, a process using multiple methods to
study an issue or phenomenon under investigation. This is a requirement of qualitative research
methodology (Ary et aI., 2002).

Regarding the participants

111

the interviews, the researcher selected a total of five female

informants (One coordinator together with four entrepreneurs) who were selected with the help of
three informative guides and based on their knowledge of MSEs using snowballing sampling
technique from six functioning small-scale enterprises that had been organized by Bahir Dar
Administration Micro & Small-Scale Enterprises and Industry Promotion Office. In conducting the
interviews through probing the key informants, the researcher employed the interview
guide/protocol which includes the objective of forming grouped based MSEs in the town, the
supports they have got from the Office in their efforts to effectively performing different activities
in the enterprises, major problems encountered in their respective MSE, the degree of progress of
the their enterprises made, the future plan of the -Office in terms of possible -supports that-will be
made to the MSEs in the town, and the overall contributions of the Office for creating favourable
and conducive working environment for MSEs in their attempts to improve small-scale women
entrepreneurs' living conditions and their empowerment. The interview, on average, lasted one and
a half hour.

This study also used focus group discussions (FGDs) with six participants (one coordinator and
one member from each actively functioning enterprises). Before the commencement of the
session, the researcher tried to create favourable environment at a convenient venue in the center
of the town. Using an FDG protocol, the researcher, as a moderator of the session and with the
help of the research assistant facilitated the discussions. The FDGs were recorded on tape
recorder in their entirety that lasted two and half hours.
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The study further conducted content analysis and/or to analyse relevant written or visual materials
for the purpose of identifying characteri stics of the materials. Those materials analysed include:
enterprises' records, project documents, guidelines, progress reports, beneficiary documents,
published/unpublished theses or dissertations, published/unpublished documents on Ethiopian
Micro-finance Institutions, newspapers, files on CD ROM, and files that were downloaded from
the Internet.

3.2 Target Population and Sampling Procedures

In Bahir Dar town, there are 2 12 Small-Scale Micro-Finance Enterprises or Associations that
consist of 3,000 small-scale women and men entrepreneurs organized under the auspices of Bahir
Dar Administration Micro & Small Enterprises and Industry Promotion Office. These Associations
have access to credit service from Amhara Credit and Saving Institution (ACSI) and other MFIs
through the Office.

Sampling may be done based on the following assumption. One is to make assumptions about the
._llopulation and use statistical equations about random sampling processes. The researcher must
make assumptions about the degree of confidence (or number of errors) that is acceptable and the
degree of variation in the population. A second and more frequently used method is a rule of
thumb - a conventional or commonly accepted amount. Researchers use it because they rarely
have the information required by the statistical method and because it gives sample sizes close to
those of the statistical method. Rules of thumb are not arbitrary but are based on past experience
with samples that have met the requirements of the statistical method. For small populations;
therefore, a researcher needs a large sampl ing ratio (about 30 percent) (Kreuger & Newman,
2006). They adduced that a researcher's decision about the best sample size depends on three
things: (1) the degree of accuracy required; (2) the degree of variability or diversity in the
population; and (3) the number of different variables examined simultaneously in data analysis.
After the student researcher had taken into account those factors together with the scarcity of
different types of resources in undertaking a study, the researcher decided the sample size in the
study to be 100.
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In this study, the researcher used multi-stage random sampling techniques. The first step in
sampling was the identification of the target population to be represented in the study in Bahir
Dar town. There are three centres, viz., Hidar 11 Centre, Tana Centre and Gishe Abbay Centre in
the town. In the first stage, out of those Centers, the researcher selected two of them (i.e., Tana
Center and Gishe Abbay Centre) using simple random sampling technique through lottery
method. Within the two Centers, a total of eight Small-Scale Entrepreneur Associations are
located in eleven kebeles under the auspices of Bahir Dar Administration. In the second stage,
six associations were selected because of the concentration of women entrepreneurs and their
respective associations and accessibility reasons. In the third stage, all of the entrepreneurs were
identified. using the existing associations' records and then prepared sampling frame of the
entrepreneurs. This sampling franle consists of 890 small-scale women entrepreneurs. In the
fourth stage, the study used systematic sampling technique to draw 100 representative samples of
respondents. In so doing, the researcher first numbered each woman entrepreneur in the sampling
frame and then calculated a sampling interval using the formula N divided by n (i.e., where N is
the population size which is equal to 890, while n is the sample size which is 100).

Instead of a list of random numbers, the researcher calculated and used a sampling interval of 9,
which became the quasi-random selection method. Based ona random start of the third woman
entrepreneur in the list which can be randomly selected in order to select the first respondent near
the top of the list, the researcher selected 100 representative sample of respondents from the
sampling frame by skipping nine elements thereafter in the frame before selecting one for the
sample until the end of the list.

3.3 Data Gathering Instrumentsrrools
Data generated through the use of appropriate instrument will help the researcher to examine the
existing relationships between respondents' skills training, average income, living conditions and
employment. In the first place, the researcher developed a structure questionnaire as an
instrwnent to be used to measure those variables. In so doing, the researcher conceptualized and
operationalized the variables as questionnaire items or questions. The instrwnent consists of 6
major items, such as, household composition and characteristics, source of household income,
information on training, information on Micro and small Enterprises, Financial and Physical
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Security, Information on Market place improvement, information on saving, household
expenditure and coping strategies, information on vulnerability, information on access to
education, information on health, and information on empowerment.

As to variables in the study, there are about five logically connected variables. (Skills training,
MFIs Service for credit, Average income, Living condition and Empowerment). The categories
are independent, intervening (or catalyst) and dependent variables. There is one independent, two
intervening and three dependent variables. More specifically, skills training are independent
variables, while the dependent variables include: average income, living conditions, and
empowe!1llent. The intervening variables are access to credit service at MFIs and engagement in
MSEs. In this phase of the research, the researcher conducted pilot study and generated data
form 10 respondents who are similar to those in the final survey to test the overall procedures of
data gathering at miniature scale. Since two enumerators were used to collect pertinent primary
data, the researcher trained them with the questionnaire developed for an hour. Generally, the
enumerators located the hundred sampled respondents.

After the respondents had been given pieces of information and instructions on completing the
questionnaire, they showed positive attitude towards the study and also expressed their cons~t
to be informed patticipant in the study. Finally, having completed filling in the questionnaire by
the particular and thanked her, the researcher managed to collect successfully a total of 96
questionnaires out of the one hundred instruments distributed the respondents. Then, the data
generated were organized and got prepared for statistical analyses.

In gathering the qualitative data, the research instruments, such as interview protocol and FGD
checklist were developed and used to generate relevant data through semi-structured
interviewing and FGDs. These instruments had list of questions, which are assumed to be
relevant to the issues under investigation.
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3.4

Reliability and Validity ofInstruments

As known, quantitative research always depends on measurement. There are two essential criteria of
the quality of any measuring instrument: reliability and validity. In order to ensure reliability and
validity of those quantitative and qualitative research instruments/tools, there were some measures,
which were taken by the researcher. To ensure the reliability of the instrument, the researcher took
some measures. The first measure taken was by the use of questionnaire to generate primary data
from an original thought of the target population conducting the exploratory focus groups. The
second measure reliability of the instruments was the reference made to other survey instruments and
by adapting;- items to include in the present study. The third measure of ensuring reliability was the
pre-testing of the instrument in the field and analyzing the out.comes. The pre-test of the instruments
in the field setting helped the researcher to make revisions and adjustments under each item in the
questionnaire based on results of comments generated from and lessons learnt form pre-test results.
In addition, piloting was carried out to improve and ensure the reliability of the instrument.

To improve and ensure validity of the instrument, two measures were taken during the process of
research instrument development. Firstly, the researcher used the application of different techniques
to develop the questionnaire like exploratory focus group. Secondly, tliere was a consultation of
other survey instruments developed by researchers in the field . Generally, pre-testing and piloting
questionnaire would increase our confidence to assure internal consistency of the survey. Those
measures taken; therefore, improve the reliability of the quantitative data generated.

Some of the measures taken to ensure the reliability and validity of the qualitative data include:
trustworthiness of the informants, consistency of their responses and crosschecking them with other
findings of similar studies.

3.5

Data Analysis

As stated-above somewhere in the paper, a total of 96 questionnaires out of the hundred were filled
in and returned to the student researcher, which constituted 96% of the whole questionnaires in the
study. Therefore, the researcher is in a position to proceed in the data analysis. Both quantitative and
qualitative data analyses techniques were employed in the study.
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In analysing the quantitative data, first the identification of unit of analysis, i.e., women small-scale
entrepreneurs was performed. The primary data collected from the respondents were analysed using
SPSS Version 15.0. After the quantitative data collected had been verified, cleaned, coded in the
codebook and entered on the computer, the researcher cleaned the data entered once again based on
the detailed codebook prepared and analyzed the data. The outputs of the analysis were presented in
tabular and figurative forms.

In this study, the researcher used descriptive and inferential statistical techniques of data analyses.
Under the former technique of data analysis, the researcher employed univariate analysis (such as
frequency distribution, percentages, measures of central tendency and measures of dispersion like
minimum and maximum). In bivariate analysis, the researcher used chi-square test and crosstabulation techniques. In addition, the study employed multivariate analysis, such as multiple linear
regressions - coefficient of regression, coefficient of determination, standardized regression
coefficient or beta weights, and F-test or ratio. The study also used non-statistical techniques of data
analysis in the form of tables, etc. Finally, those figures were given meanings and their implications
were described, defined or explained, interpreted and then generalizations were made based on the
sample statistic.

This study employed qualitative analytic tools such as thematic analysis and content analysis to
answer the research questions. Data collected from all informants was categorized in different
folders under the major research questions. In order to identify themes, issues raised in each
interview sessions were grouped under similar folders based on their relationships and relevance to
respond the research questions. Under each folder where similar information filed, thematic issues
was identified and analysed. Accordingly, content analysis was also employed to examine the
interpretations of the information from the documents, observation reports and interview
discussions.
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3.6

Ethical issues

and effort to observe ethics
In conducting this study, the researcher made the best his knowledge
pants in the study (esp. the
related to the kind of information obtained, his relationships to the partici
from them, while writing-up
issues of anonymity of informants and confidentiality of data generated
were informed at least at a
the research report) , informed consent of the respondents (i.e. they
and what harm they may
minimum the purpose of the research, what would be required of them,
to harm them physically,
receive from partici~ating in the study, the student researcher tried not
researcher was very much
emotionally, Physically or socially. Another issue about which the
ration and tolerating their
concerned was the reciprocity of the informants' time, effort, coope
respect for informants or
extended presence. Finally, the researcher gave due attention to
understanding.
discussants, beneficence and justice in the whole process of the research
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Characteristics of Respondents
The data for analyzing and discussing major findings were mostly primary and some secondary,
which were obtained from the fieldwork in six sampled group-based MSEs in Bahir Dar Town.
During the fieldwork, attempt has been made to examine empirical conditions of group-based
MSEs with theoretical and conceptual constructs, which were discussed in the review of
literature. The first section of this chapter contains a description of tl1e background of operators
,-

and their households.

Personal characteristics of ilie respondents (also owners) of MSEs focused on sex, age, and
marital status, size of the respective households, level of education, and earlier occupation and
cun'ent income. Accordingly, this part of the study presents summary of ilie above-cited
characteristics of the surveyed population in the six enterprises.

4.1.1. Sex and Age of-Respondents
The followi.ng table shows the distribution and the responses by age.

Table 4.1 Distribution of respondents by age
No
I
2
3
4

Age
19-24
25-29
30-35
Above 35
Total

Frequency
25
35
21
15
96

Percent
26.2
36.6
21.9
15.6
100.0

Table 4.1 reveals grouped age of respondents. Survey respondents are in the age category of 19
to 35 years. Given the percentage 26.2% and 36.6% for the age group 19 to 24 and 25 to 29,
respectively, it can be deduced that the majority of enterprises are in the working age group and
they are young. Hence involvement of youth in productive sectors through MSEs can be taken as
one way of improving the living condition of youth women entrepreneurs in the study area.
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4.1.2. Marit al Status and Household Size.
old size is shown in the
The distribution of household compositions by marital status and househ
following table.
and household size
Table 4.2 Distri bution of household compositions by marita l status
Perce nt
Frequ ency
Item
Attrib utes
17.7
17
Never married
Marital
39.6
38
Currently married
Status
25.0
24
ed
Widow
17.7
17
Divorced
100.0
96
Total
72.9
70
4 and below
Household
27.1
26
size(grouped) 5 and above
100.0
96 .
Total
and percentage for those
On marital status and household size, Table 4.2 shows the frequency
d household size of the
who have currently married, never married and widowed; and the groupe
categories is 17.7% and
respondents. Concerning the martial status of HH, the value for the
) and the percentage of
39.6% for the two respectively. The percentage for widowed is (25.0%
currently married supports the view that MSEs are
percentage of
divorced is (17.7%) .The
---headed householdsimportant tools in improving living conditions and empowering female
among different section s of the society.
dents have the household size
Regarding the household size, the same table shows majority of respon
of 5 and above, on the other
of 4 and below (72.9%). Women entrepreneurs with the household size
in the sampled households is
hand, constitute 27(27.1 %). The maximum number of household (HH)
s' HH 4 and below and 5 and
6 and the minimum is 1. The criteria for grouping women entrepreneur
household in the year 2015.
above is with the view of the plan of the country to reach 4 persons per
size in view of reducing the
This reduction is also part of the effort of reducing large household
country. In these households,
unprec edented population growth (2.74% growth in urban areas) in the
one roof which may either be
on average, a maximum of 4 memb ers are currently residing under
g hands with IGAs which
' unproductive dependent' or ' productive hands ' that could lead their helpin
size of households in the
contribute to income generation in the households. However, such a small
at different levels in order to
town implies that some endeavours underway by concerned parties
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its part in an attempt to reduce
check the popula tion growth of the town, which, in turn, contrib utes
poverty in the Regio n.

4.1.3. Educa tional Status
respondents so as to identify
The questi onnair e also included inform ation on educat ional level of
educational background of
the respon dents based on their level of education. Table 4.4 shows
respondents.
Table 4.3 Distri bution of respon dent by their level of educa tion
percen t
Freau ency
Item
No
28.1
27
Illiterate (can not read and write)
I
18.7
18
LiterateCreading and writing)
3
9.4
9
Prima ry (1-4)
4
11.5
11
Prima ry(5-8)
6
27.1
26
Gener al second ary school
8
2.1
2
Vocati onal and technical Diplom a
12
3.1
3
Colleg e diplom a (non vocational)
13
100.0
96
Total
the respon dents is relatively
From Table- 4.3 it can be_obs erved that the level qf educat ion of
(first and second cycle, 1-8
high. Of the. 96 respon dents, 46(48% ) have attained primar y level
onal and technical diplom a
grades) and above , with 2 (2.1 %) and 3(3 .1) having attaine d vocati
t read and write), while
and colleg e diplom a, respectively. Only 27(28.1%) are illiterate (canno
ry.
the remain ders 18 (18.7%) are in the primar y and first cycle (1 -4) catego
are operated by people who
From the above statistics it can be observed that though the MSEs
necessary for MSEs, there
attained relatively high level of educat ion in the contex t of knowl edge
of operators with various
are also people who have no fornlal education. Hence, the involv ement
little education can operate
educational backgr ounds supPolis the argwn ent that people who have
have college Diploma, who
MSEs . On the other hand, the study also identified operat ors who
of entrepreneurs, given their
have graduated from TEVT colleges. Generally, enhanc ing the skill
is possib le to strengthen and
formal educat ion base, through variou s and sustainable trainings
level of education shows the
further develop the MSEs. On top of that, the diversity in the
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in such sectors and involve
accessibility of the poor (who have low level of education) to involve
in the productive activities.
4.1.4. Earlie r Occup ation of Respo ndents !Previous work experi encel
were asked about the
With regard to previous work experience of the respondents, respondents
type of activities they were doing before operating the current enterprises.
(bcfoJ:C_oJYlling curren t
Table 4.4 Distri bution of respon dents by their earlie r occup ation

.-

cnfcFpFise-)-

-.
\

No
I
2
3
4
5
6

7

Earlie r od:uDation
Daily labour
Student
Housewives
Employee of private business
enterorise I firm
House made
Petty trading (preparing food and
drinks) at home
UnemDlove~

Total

~

-

-

Freau encv
.44
3
IS

Perce nt
44.8
3.1
15.6

6

6.3

I

1.0

14

14.6

13

13.5
-100.0

[96J

ies ranging from housewife to
Table 4.4 shows that about 80(83.3%) were engaged in various activit
ts or unemployed. In light
employee of private businesses, while rest 20 (20.8%) were either studen
by people from various work
of the data, the MSEs under investigation are business sectors operated
ute their various experiences in
experience or who are unemployed. Hence , members of MSE contrib
and advantage of MSEs in
running their respective enterprises. This is, therefore, the true nature
which has an impOltant
involving people without requiring specialized and professional talent,
area. In addition, those young
bearing on the improvement of living condition efforts in the study
te and observant of their
adults who tend to be thrifty in their daily expenditure may become innova
training and to get
so~io-economic environments to look for viable alternatives to engage in skills
that the existing fragile and
the chance for operating different MSEs. One could therefore argue
se ' to assess and discover
insecure job opportunities in locality may broaden one's thinking univer
generate at least income for
existing viable alternative socio-economic activities so that s/he can
survival.
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4.1.5. Incom e level (curre nt)
tion of income level.
The following table shows the distribution of respondents by their percep
e level
Table 4.5 Distri bution of respon dents by their percep tion of incom
No
I

2
3
4

Incom e level in the last 12 month s
Decreased
Increased
At the same level
I don't know
Total

Frequ ency
19
37
29

11

96

Perce nt
19.8
38.5
30.2
11.5
100.0

of owners thereby owners
It is generally agreed that MSEs are expected to boost the income level
earning early. Accordingly,
improve their income conditions relatively from what they have been
increase of their income; 19
Table4.5 indicates that of the 96 respondents, 37 (38.5%)reported an
of income; aod only 11
(19.8%) reported a decrease; 29 (30.2%) percents are at the same level
sed or increased. From the
(11.5%) of them mentioned they do not know whether their income decrea
s, the majority of MSE
survey data on level of income of the respondents for the last 12 month
same level as before getting
operators' average annual income either increased or remained at the
confirm that involvement in
involv edln those activities. Tllerefore, the findings of this study
old income or has helped
different MSEs in Bahir Dar town either contributed to increment of househ
the operators to keep it at the same level for the last one year.

4.2. Natur e and Struct ure of the Enterp rises
entrepreneurs (self There are various micro and small enterprises, which are run by private
d on Group- based,
motivated) in Bahir Dar town. Nevertheless , this study entirely focuse
shed with the objective
government motivated MSEs in Bahir Dar town, which are mainly establi
a foundation for medium
of improving the living condition in the town, in the short run and build
s. The purpose of this part
and large-scale enterprises that will strengthen the women entrepreneur
the aim of providing a
of the study is to examine the major characteristics of the enterprises with
working in-group, sources
clear picture about MSEs . There for, attention is given to benefits of
, sources of row materials,
of training and market information, savings, tax issues, infrastructure
and major problems affecting the performance of MSEs under study.
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4.2.1 Benef its of Work ing in Group
income of the poor with the
Working in-group has various advantages in addition to improving
(1993) observes that high
principle of social capital. As discussed in review of literature, Putnam
He viewed memberships in
density of voluntary association is responsible for economic success.
to economic performance.
horizontal associations as a source of trust and social ties conducive
ation, solidarity, and publicFurthermore, associations instill in their members habits of cooper
ation, during the survey
spiritedness. On the basis of the advantage of horizontal associ
g in groups. Table 4.6
respondents were asked about the advantage they get from workin
s gain from working in
illustrates the most important reasonslbenefits women entrepreneur
group/association.
Table 4.6 Advan tages of worki ng in-gro up

Rank
I
2
3
4

Item
Credit worthiness
Helping one another
Feel secured
Competition for better "arning
Total

Frequ ency Perce nt
44.8
43
26
25
19.8
19
4
4
100.0
91

~~

and competitions (4%) as
Creditworthiness (44.8%), cooperation (26%), security (19.8%),
get from working in groups.
indicated the above table was the benefits of women entrepreneurs
rals ACSI uses to give
When it comes to creditworthiness, group collateral is one of the collate
groups have an important
loan for potential wome n entrepreneurs. Hence associations or
of Bahirdar tawn , credit
advantage in this regard. According to the MSEs Organizing Unit
Administration Micro and
facilitation is also made with the knowledge of the BahirDar Town
er important advantage cited
Small Enterprises and Industry Promotion office (MSEIPO) . Anoth
means members are tolerated
by women Entrepreneurs was cooperation among them. This partly
proble ms. The advantage of
not to involve in work if they are ill, or injured , and other social
or seldom exists in private
cooperation employed while working in association is non-existent
ization.
enterprise, since the motto of private business is dominantly profit maxim
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ess among and within
Working in association also has a significant contribution to competitiven
is manifested in learning
enterprises as in the case of Baking and Selling Inj era Enterprise. This
production skills. Feeling
from innovative individuals in the enterprises and acquiring improved
working in-group. Hence
sense of security is also another advantage cited by entrepreneurs while
ages, which can address
apart from economic advantages, working in-group has social advant
-day social affairs.
non-income poverty since they reduce exclusion of the poor from day-to
4.2.2. Chang es in the Enterp rises (contr action and expansion)
ned in light of additional
Contraction and expansion of the sampled enterprises was also exami
'tand the sustainability
job creation and increasing capital. The major objective here is to unders
potential entrepreneurs
and develo pment of the enterprises so as to support the income of other
rises understudy will
including those in the enterprises. In addition, the development of enterp
contribute their share in the economic development of the study area.
4.2.3.1. Chang es in the Numb er of Employees
Enterprises at the Initial
The following table shows the number of women entrepreneurs in the
and Currently.
Table 4.7 Numb er of wome n entrep reneu rs: Initial and Curre nt
No Types of Enter prise

1
2
3
4
5
6

Mill/Flour Milll
Food production
Leather and Leather products
Weaving
Production of bloket s (
breaks)
Baking and Selling
Injera
Total Decreased

•

•

Initial numb er
(when starte d)

Curre nt
numb er

Numb er (%)
Decreased

58
10
5
14
41

73
10
5
10
41

Increased 15(25.9o/ol
No change
No change
4(28.6%)
No change

220

95

125(56 .8%)

234

105

12 9( 44.9%)Decreased

rises. As indicated in the
Table 4.7 shows the change in the numbe r of entrepreneurs in the enterp
From the six enterprises
table, the enterp ri ses do not show an increase in emplo yment generation.
reneur , one enterprise
two of them showed a decrea se in the number of memb er of entrep
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The greater decrease was
increased its members while the remaining three remained constant.
) decrem ent; followed by
experienced in the Bakin g and Selling Injera Enterprise, 125 (56.8%
enterprises, which reduces
Weaving Enterprise 4 (28.6%). In sum 129 members left in the two
& Baking Ingera), which
the number of the entrepreneurs of the two enterprises (weaving
enterprises, which showed
reduced from 234 to 105, which is 44.9%. During the survey,
s decreased. Accordingly,
contraction, were asked for reasons why the number of entrepreneur
20.8% responded fear of
about 2.1 % responded that it is due to lack of profit of the enterprises,
and have started their own
bank repayment (increasing interest rate), while 2.1 % have resigned
and illness of the members.
business individually and 29.2% responded that it is due to death
and illness and fear of bank
Based all the above data, (29.2%) and (20.8 %) have chosen death
n entrepreneurs.
repayment as a reason for decrease in the number of memb er of wome
on the sustainability of the
The decrease in the numbe r of members has a potential proble m
ing chapter of this thesis,
enterprises, though they perform well as it is witnessed in the follow
living conditions. Since the
which deals with the impact of the enterprises on improvement of
r of members leads to low
MSEs by their nature are labour intensive, the decrea se in the numbe
se in the number of workers
productivity of such enterprises. Another consequence of the decrea
taken frommiCrO finance .
is the burden carried by the active member in repaying the loan
ers may be considered as a
Contrary to the above implication, the decrea se in the size of memb
members start their own
positive aspect of MSEs in the sense that they are sectors where
wealth and skill when they
business independently, after strengthening themselves in terms of
were operating in-gro up.
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4.2.3.2. Changes in terms of Capital

given to the contraction
In addition to dynamism in the number of operators, attention has also
and expansion of capital of the sampled enterprises.
The following table shows the source of finance of the enterprises.
Table 4.8 Sources of finance

Frequency

No

Item

I

Sources of finance from 17

Percent
17.7

friends
2

Suppliers of input made

21

21.9

3

Own saving

10

10.4

4

ACSI

32

32.3

nterprise in developing
The important sources of finance/capital open to micro and small scale-e
loan from friends and
countries are usually persona savings, banks, micro finance institutions,
ers' loan. However, this
relatives, system of rotating savings (Uqqubi), inheritance, and suppli
ss through micro finance
study found out that almost all (3) enterp rises have started their busine
, which facilitates safe
loan. This is an important support made by the government of the region
thereby improv ing the
access of operators to loan so as to improve their living conditions,
out that members use
economy of the local area. With regard to working capital, the study found
ers of inputs made 17.7%
various sources of finance. Source of finance from friend s, and suppli
respondents utilize for the
and 21.9%, respectively; own saving: 10.4%; and from ACSI 32.3%
purpose of running their business.
Table 4.9 Initial and Current Capital

Types of Enterprise

Initial capital
(Birr)
50,000
800
r
Leathe 50,000

MilllFlour Mill/
Food production
and
Leather
products
1500
Weaving
Production of blokets ( 70,000
breaks)
350,000
Backing and Selling Inj era

Current capital
(in Birr)
100,00 0
20,000
400,000

Actual changes
(in Birr)
50,000
19,200
350,000

1500
100,000

0
30,000

1,000,000

650,000
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Table 4.8 shows the change in the capital of enterprises between the period of commencement and
during the survey. Five of the six sampled enterprises have shown expansion of capital. However,
weaving did not show expansion and it remains the same in capital. In the case of weaving
entrepreneurs, during the semi-structural Interviews the Chairperson and Secretary of the enterprise
responded that, the major reason remaining the same is lack of domestic market and the increasing
cost of raw material. In all, most of the enterprise under study show element of growth in terms of
capital accumulation, which will help them in the future to other stage of enterprise (medium and
large scale). In general, the business firms show accumulation of working capital, which may be
used to eX'pand them. So far, the scarcity of input or raw materials made traditional small-scale
enterprises like weaving to stumble about the same status.

4.2.4. Savings
According to Otero (2003), savings are an alternative source when respondents need cash, without
diverting funds from the business. Savings also present an opportunity to introduce the borrower to
the formal banking sector.

- The following table shows types of saving as presented by the participants.

Table 4.10 Type of savings

No
I

2
Total

Frequency
Types of saving
Voluntary
49
Compulsory and
47
voluntary
96

Percent
51.0

Valid Percent
51.0

49.0

49.0

100.0

100.0

There are two types of savings in ACSI-compulsory and voluntary. Based on the survey, however,
49 (51 %) save by their own will (voluntary) and by compulsion and 47 (49%) of the respondents
save by both voluntary and compulsory saving required by the micro finance, (Table 4.9). During the
semi-structure Interview the chairperson of the Injera Baking chairperson responded that, this is
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culture of saving which may
because ACSI is introducing the members of entrepreneurs to the
facilitate expansion of their enterprises.
of money for their savings.
Members of the sampled enterprises were also asked about the source
rises they are engaged in.
Hence, 57(59.4%) of the respondents' answer were entirely from the enterp
culture of saving as well as
therefore, it is possible to conclude that MSEs help to develop the
operators in Bahir Dar,
increased saving capacity of members. Among the members of MSE
of money for their savings is
voluntary types of savings is being experienced and the major source
s further use their savings
entirely the income generated from their MSEs. The operating entrepreneur
expand the existing business
for productIve investments such as to undertake new business firms, to
for production undertakings.
and/or to procure the necessary plant machineries or equipment
s in self-development and
Therefore, the women entrepreneurs are aware of the importance of saving
business expansion.
4.2.5 Purpo se of Savin gs
an important component of business activity because it enables
also helps to aveli
operators to invest for the future and acquire appropriate return. Saving
- --'
time of the- field survey,
problems of loss or shutting down one's own business. During the
e of their savings. The
including tlie FGDs, respondent were asked about the major purpos
purpose of savings in the enterprises understudy is presented below.
It is obvious that saving

IS

Table 4.11: Purpo ses of Savin g
No
1
2
3
5
6
7
8

Item
Not applicable
Loan repayment
To undertake a new business! To
expand the existing business
To use the money during old age
To prepare events during holidays,
wedding, ceremonial, etc.
To earn interest
To buy machineries /equipments
Total

Missing
Total

Frequ ency
37
2

Perce nt
38.5
2. 1

31

32.3

2

2.1

"j

3.1

2
18
95

2.1
18.8
99.0
1.0
100.0

I

96

56

._._ --_. _-- - - - -

because it can help in further
Memb ers of the enterprises are aware of the importance of saving
Hence, according to Table
investment and can be a shield against the collapse of their business.
new busine ss and/or expand
4.2, 31 (32.3%) cited the major purpose of saving as to undertake
purpose makes 18 (18.8%).
the existing business; buying machineries/equipm ent for produc tion
saving to expand their
It is possib le to conclude that about 51.1 % of respondents have been
ing better skill in the
business through adding new and efficient machineries and acquir
save for the purpose of
production and marke ting processes. Moreover, respondents also
ver, about 2.1%, 2.1 %,
repaying loan borrowed from the micro finance in the study area. Moreo
the purpose of lion repaym ent, to use the money
3.1 %, and
..... 2.1 % of the respondents save for
etc. and earning interest
during old age, to prepare events during holidays, wedding, cerem onial,
respectively.
of poverty reduction, access
According to 10lmson and Rogaly (1997: 16) From the perspectives
ption pattern over periods of
to reliable saving facilitates can help the poor to adjust its consum
mic security. The operating
cyclical or unexp ected crises thus greatly improving their econo
such as to undertake new
entrepreneurs further use their savings for productive investments
necessary plant machineries
business firms , to expand the existing business and/or to procure the
entrepreneurs are aware of the
-or-eq uipme nt forpl'Oduction undertakings. Therefore,--the wome n
to greatly improving their
importance of savings in self-development and business expan sion
economic security.

4.2.6. Tax Issues
Enterprises and Industry
According to Bahir Dar Town Admin istratio n Micro and Small
n imposed on the MSEs
Promotion office (MSEIPO), up until now, there is no form of taxatio
incentive made for these
operating in the form of association. This may be an impor tant
growth of the urban local
enterprises so that they can flourish and contri bute to econo mic
govern ment of the city.
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4.2.7. Source of Training
The following table indicates the source of training of the respondents.
Table 4.12 Source of Training

No

Item

Frequency

Percent

I

From experienced member of the group

1

1.0

From vocational schools

9

9.4

3

The office trained us before starting the business

72

75.0

4

Business skills training center in the town

6

6.3

5

Tana pharmacy organization

I

1.0

6

Misrak chora Iddir assosation

2

2.1

2

"

- Based on the survey, 88

(91.7%)~of-women

membel's-in the six enterprises received

training~

received the training from
Among these 72 (75%) of them as indicated in the table in the above
training, respondents have
the MSEIPO before starting their busine ss. In addition to the above
person responded that she
received (trainings) experiences from various sources. Only one
ip), while 9 (9.4%) from
acquired skills from experienced members of the group (apprenticesh
ss Development Service;
vocational school (earlier); 9(9.4%) received training from Busine
dents have never received
Earlier when working in the private business, 6 (6.2%) of respon
mentally owned offices
training. Therefore, According to the above statistical descriptions govern
in Bahir Dar. In line with
have the king's share in providing skills training to the operators
women entrepreneurs have
Rogers' argument for effective use of training for development , the
their respective firms.
engaged in training of one sOli or another before they get involved in
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4.2.8 Types of training Attended
The following table presents the type oftraining the respondents received.

Table 4.13Types of training Attended
No

Item

Frequency

Percent

1

Human resource management

10

10.4

2

Financial management

48

50.0

3

,B~siness

13

13 .5

4

Preparation of sub-project proposal

1

1.0

5

Production and Marketing

13

13.5

6

Simple skills

41

42.7

management

Table 4,13 shows that, 10 (10.4)%) of the respondents received training Human resource
management, 48 (50.0%) of them financial management, 13(13.5%)of them business
management, 13 (13,5%) ofthem production and marketing and 41 (48,7) of them marketing and
simple skills training, On top of that, during FGD most of the discussants underscored that the
training they received is inadequate for producing various types of products, though the training
they received from the (MSEIPO) is important to start business.
The major types of training attained by the entrepreneurs are financial management, followed by
simple business skills, which helps the operators to start their own businesses,
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4.2.8 Benef its of Traini ng.
were the respondents
The following table shows the benefits gain from the training which
received.
Table 4.14 Benef it gain as the result of trainin g progr am
No
1

2

3
4

Frequ ency
Benef its
Upgrading the skill, needed to manage productive and 27
household chores
Acquired new skills/ capacity to engage in micro-project 49
!business development
45
Changed in attitude, self -reliance and self-confidence
17
Financial benefits

Perce nt
28.l
47.9
46
17.7

benefited from the training
As shown in the above table, the respondents were asked how they
them benefited in acquiring
they received. Hence , the respondents responded that, 49(51.1%)
, 45(46%) develop their
new skills/ capacity to engage in micro-project !business development
skill, which they needed to
attitude, self -reliance and self-confidence, 27(28.1 %) upgraded their
benefits.
manage productive and household chores and 17 (17.7%) for financial
ation since this sort of
Respondents were also asked about the source of marke t inform
·,.t,

r enterprise.
"information is crucral both in buying inputs and selling outputs ofthei
operators to start their own
In general, participation in these and other types of training helps the
producing various types of
businesses, albeit the training provided to them is inadequate for
ed and conducted in a
types of products. In contrast, such types of training have to be design
hand, training provid ed helps
participatory, comprehensive and integrated manner. On the other
ing micro and small-scale
the wome n entrepreneurs a lot in acquiring new skills for operat
, skills in successful
enterprises, for upgrading the skills at micro-project development
attitudinal change, and
management of different duties and responsibilities, and in brining
developing self-reliance and self-confidence.
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4.2.9. Infrastructure
The following table shows the basic infrastructure of the enterprises.

Table 4.15 Basic infrastructure of enterprises
Infrastructure
development
Not applicable
Yes
No
Total

Frequency
4
54
38
96

Percent
4.2
56.3
39.6
100.0

As indicated in table 4.15 about 54 (56.3%)of the MSE members responded their enterprises
have acc·ess of basic infrastructure in the production place and market place. Among the six
enterprises three of them household products, leather, and leather products and weaving products
enterprises do not have access basic infrastructures. Those MSEs owned and run by young adult
women have access to basic types of infrastructure, which are required for efficient and effective
functioning of their firms that will help them to increase their production and better market
places than who do not have basic infrastructure.

4.2.10 Involvement of participatory planning

The following table shows the respondents involvement

III

participatory palming and

Implementation.

Table 4.16.Involvement in participatory planning and implementation
No

Item
Yes
No

Frequency
1
5

Percent
16.7
83.3

Table 4.16 shows that distribution of sampled MSEs whether or not they ever have been involved in
participatory plmming or implementation of infrastructure, which have an impact on their MSEs.
Accordingly, 1(16.7%) MSEs were involved, while 5 (83.3%) were not involved in any participatory
planning and implementation regarding infrastructure development in the study area. Therefore, it is
possible to conclude that improvement of MSEs in the study area didn' t take into consideration the
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appropriate benefit from the
input of MSE entrepreneurs, which otherwise help MSEs to have
ng and implementation of
infrastructure. Generally, there is no a practice of participatory planni
MSEs . Therefore, has to plan
infrastructure development in Bahir Dar town in sites where there are
enterprises.
and set implementation of programs in participatory manner with MSE
4.2.10. Sourc e of raw Mater ials
ing table.
The sources and row materials for the participants is shown in the follow
Table 4.17 Sourc es of raw Mater ial
Frequ ency

Perce nt

4

66.7

1

16.7

Purchase from Regions capital
1
city and National market (AA)

16.7

No
I

.... . Item se from local market
Purcha

3

Purchase from the
market (Addis Ababa)

4

Total

national

6

100.0

s that utilization of local
Most of the MSEs utilize domestic raw materials as an input. It is obviou
suppliers- of raw materials to
raw materials has impoilant backward- linkages; they encourage
als and most of them purchase
produce more. Four (66.7%) of the enterprises use local raw materi
producers use raw material in
their respective raw materials from local suppliers. However, gravel
ipality. Production of bloket
the outskirt of the city without any payment or tax to the munic
and national market (Addis
enterprises, purchase their row materials from region 's capital city
materials from the national
Ababa). The leather and leather Products enterprises purchase raw
purchase of materials for
market, i.e., from Ethiopian Leather Association in Addis Ababa . Local
materials. Therefore, it is
production purpose from local market is the major source of raw
locality for viable economic
importance to create linkages among operating enterprises in the
development.
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4.2.11 Major Proble ms Affecting the MSEs
scale Enterprises.
The following table presents the major problems facing the Micro Small
Table 4.18. Major Proble ms facing the MSEs
Item
Not applicable
Lack of capital
1
Lack of credit facilities
2
Lack of market
3
Competition
4
5 . '- Lack of raw materials
Lack of machineries/ equipment
6
Lack of managerial skills
7
Lack of skilled personnel
8
Lack of proper accounting system
9

No

10

Lack of market place(s)
Total

Frequ ency
3
5
6
32
10
31
2
I
3

Perce nt
3.1
5.2
6.3
33.3
10.4
32.3
2. 1
1.0
3.1

1

1.0

2
96

2.1
100.0

problems facing/affecting
The survey questionnaire contained one question, which sort for major
nt frequencies. Table 4.J 8_
the enterprises. Ten different problems were identified with- differe
Based on the figure, four
shows the p€rcentage (to what extent) distribution of these problems.
t contained (33.3%) and
major problems cited by members of the enterprise are lack of marke
lack of raw materials (32.3%)
es and inadequate support
Other problems cited were competition (10.4%) poor credit faciliti
uate managerial skills
contained (6.3%) poor technology (production system) (2.1%) inadeq
skilled personnel (1.0%).
(1.0%); lack of accounting or bookkeeping system (1.0%); and lack of
and with medium and
The major cause of marketing problems is competition with other MSEs
er awareness of the
large-scale enterprises, imported simi lar items, and limited consum
products/services of the MSEs understudy.
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ing of MSEs improve their
relations and flexible specialization. Moreo ver, he argues that cluster
maintain, and expand its
compe titiven ess, defined as the capacity of a firm to survive, gain,
marke t shared on produc t marke ts.
empow ermen t and Living
4.3 The Influe nce of Skills Train ing and Micro financ ing on
condit ion
training and micro financing
The literature part of this thesis briefly discussed the expectation that skills
through employment, income ,
can empower and improve the living conditions of women entrepreneurs
can help improve living
and asset creation. Studies indicate that increased enterprise income/profits
tion between the two is not always assured.
conditions as well as empowering, though the connec
'---"--'...
o is true of Bahir Dar town .
Likewise, this study investigates whether or not the above stated scenari
be observed from consumption
Improvement in the welfare of the households involved in the MSEs may
may not solely be affected by
expenditure various basket of goods. It is obvious that these variables
empowering and improving the
income. Hence, this part investigates the impact of skills training on
living conditions of women entrepreneurs and their households.
es for credit on average
Impac t of skills training and micro finance Institntions (MFIs) servic
services for credit on Living
income, Impac t of skills training and micro finance Institutions
12 months is used as a tool
Conditions between househ olds who started bus iness during the past
ering and improving the
for analyz ing the role of skills training and micro financing in empow
living conditions.
ge Incom e
4.3.1 The Influe nce of Skills Train ing and Micro Finan cing on Avera
e on averag e income of the
Using ANOV A tests the impac t of skills training and Micro financ
correlation coefficients (R)
respondents were calculated. Accor dingly the result of multip le
ing skills training and MFIs
showed (0 . ...146), which means that, correlation betwe en attend
the average monthly incom e
service for credit to the respon dents has weak relationship with
gained by the respondents.

It means that skills training
The coefficient of determ ination result was showe d that 0.061 (6%),
ce of 6% on the averag e
attend ing and MFls servic e for credit to the respon dents has an influen
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skills training and micro
income on the respondents. Or 6 % of the variation is explained by the
financing services to the average income of the respondents.
cance value is a little
The significance value of F was indicated (0.054). Even if the F signifi
a positively significant
greater than 0.05, MSIs services for credit and attending training has
the results showed that
relationship with the average incom e of the respondents. Therefore,
influence on average
attending in the skills training and micro-financing services has a little
mcome.
living cOI?-ditions
4.3.2 . :!:.h e Influence of skills Train ing and Micro - financ ing on
hold~urables
4.3.2.1 The Influence of skills training and Micro -finan cing on house
expenditure.

have access to micro
The results of ANOVA on skills training attained respondents and who
(R) is 0.370, which is
finance Institutions service for credit was that, the multiple correlation
credit with the household
somewhat moderate relationship skills training and MFIs servic e for
ination showed that,
durables expenditure of the respondents. Where as, the coefficient of determ
have contribution to the
around 14% skills training attended and MFls services for credit
- respon dents.
which means that MSIs
The signifi cance value of F statistics' (F=0.001 ) was less than 0.05,
with household durables
service for credit, and training attended has no significance relationship
dents was O. 179 and
of respondents. The Beta value was indicated that, Attended training respon
service for credit has
MFIS services for credit was 0:1]6. It means that relatively, access to MFIs
e expenditure of the
significance contribution than attended training to the household durabl
for credit contribution is
respondents. In general, even if the relative strength of MFIs service
Beta, R sq1!lre) showed
better than who have attend ed training of respondents, other results (F,
ution to the house hold
that MFIs service for credit and training access do not have much contrib
~

durables expenditure.
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ii.

ng expenditure
4.3.2.2 The influence of Skills Train ing and Micro Finan cing on clothi
dents and who have got
The liner regression result (R) was (0.561) it means that trained respon
diture. The coefficient
MFls services for credit have moderate relationship with clothing expen
of clothing expenditure is
determination (R squire) was indicated (0.314) it means that 31.4 %
credited access.
due to the contribution of skills training attending and MFls service for
than 0.05 significance
Whereas, F significance value was 0.001. Hence, the value of F is less
nce relationship with
level, then MFIS service for credited and training attended has ~ignifica
showed MFls services for
clothing-expenditure of the respondents. Moreover, the Beta value was
r-->
d ( Beta=. 224) on the
credit has moderate contribution (Beta= 0.526) than skills training attende
services for credit and
clothing expenditure of the respondents. The analyses indicates that MFls
service has a strength to
access of training has around 32 % contribution and relatively MFls
contribute on respondents clothing expenditure,
tion Expen diture .
4.3.2.3 The Influe nce of Skills Train ing and Micro Finan cing on Educa
ient of relation (R)
The regression analyses (ANOV A) result showed tiillt, the result of coeffic
MFls service for credit
was (0 .426). It means that the relation of skills, training attended and
The coefficient of
with that of food expenditure of the respondent was somewhat ..,less.
for credit and training
determination was indicated, (0.181) it means that the MFls service
attending has 18 % influences on education expenditure of the respondents.

---

service and training
The F statistics was indicated (0.001). Hence , it is less than 0.05, the MFIS,
of the respondents.
attending has no significance relation ships with education expenditure
0.426) and Training
Where as the standardized coefficient of MFIs service for credit (Beta=
of the MFls services is
attending was indicated (Beta=0.006). Even if the strength of contribution
is relatively better than
less, its' contribution on education expenditure to the respondents
ution of MFls and skills
attending training. As it is shown in the regression analysis tile contrib
contribution on education
training on the education expenditure of the respondents have less
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contribution of education
expenditure. Whereas MFIs servIce has relative strength to the
expenditure of the respondents than the training they received.

expen diture of food
4.3.2.4 The Influence of skills trainin g and micro financing on total
items.
tions coefficient (R) was
The ANOV A test (linear regression) was indicated the multip le correla
credit has found to be 0.326
0.571. It means that skills training attended and MFIS service for
g attended and MFls services
that is, about 33% of the variance in the preference the skill trainin
for credit explai ned ranking.
means that the variation
The significance value of F statistics was less than 0.05 which
is..not due to chance . More
explained by skills training attended and MFIs services for credit '.
training is 0.092 and Access
over, the result of standardized coefficients (Beta) of attending skills
relatively contributed to the
ofMF Is service is 0.569. It means that MFIs services for credit have
increases the expenditure
total expenditure of food. Therefore, access to MFIs services for credit
indicated MFIs services
of food increases for the respondents. So that, as the regression results
iture of food items for the
for credit and skills training has moderately influence on the expend
respondents.

expense of Purch asing
4.3.2.5 The Influence of skills trainin g and micro financing on total
oflhousel maint enanc e I Excep tion
coefficient (R) was 0.286.It
In the Analy ses of the liner regression the multiple correlation
relationship with household
means that attending training and MFIS service for credit have week
) value was indicated 8.2%
maintenance expenditure. The R squire (Coefficient of determination
ing of skill training and MFIs
of the variance in the preference ranking is explained by the attend
cance value of F statistics
service for credit to household maintenance expenditure. The signifi
relationships. Where as,
was indicated 0.19. It means that MFls and training has no significance
means that relatively MFls
(Beta) of MFI was (0.278) and attending training was (0.84). It
of respondents than that of
service for credit have better contribution to maintenance expenditure
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credit and skills training
attending training. Therefore, it can be concluded that MFls service for
do not have influence on maintenance expenditure for the respondents.
t on the Cerem onial
4.3.2.6 The Influe nce of Skills Train ing and MFIs services for Credi
Expen diture
It means that attending
The result of ANOVA was indicated that, the value of R was 0.31.
onial expenditure of the
training and MFls service for credit has less relationship with cerem
indicated 0 .090. It means
respond~nts; R squire (coefficient of determination) result was also
ing skills training and
that 9% of the variance in the preference ranking is explained by attend
dents.
MFls service for credit of the total ceremonial expenditure of the respon

There for MFls service
The significance value of F statistics is less than 0.05, which was 0.012.
total ceremonial expense
for credit and attending of training has no significance relationship with
was 0.299 indicated for
of the respondents. Whereas the standardization coefficient result
strength of skills training
attended training and 0 .05~ for MFls service for credit. Even if the
is better than that of MFis
contribution is week, relatively its contribution to ceremonial expense
services for credit and
service for credit. Hence, the analysis in general indicated that, MFI
onial expenditure.
Access of training do not have an influence on the respondents ' cerem

4.4

ent of Women
The Influe nce of Skills Train ing and Micro financ ing on Empo werm
Small -Scale Entre prene urs

women have little control
It is widely understood both in theoretical and empirical grounds that
al matters against their
over decision making pertaining to economic, social, cultural and politic
sible for household and
male partners, particularly in developing countries. Women are respon
ally children, the aged and
family food security, are home managers, nurture their families especi
perform all these tasks in
the sick. Women have heavier workload burden compared to men and
orce in certain sectors of
the face of multiple constraints. Women constitute majority of the workf
another, the structure of all
the econo my, but their busine sses have also influences, in one way or
and keeps women at a
our economies. For Schorling (2006) , gender inequality starts early
of school and to receive
disadvantage throughout their lives; eg, girls are more likely to drop out
and household duties.
less education than boys because of discrimination, education expenses,
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outcomes and families well
Gender inequalities have negative implications for development
issue touching economic,
being. Although, empow ermen t of women have a multidimensional
empowerment of wome n
social, political, and cultural aspects, the study focused on economic
n.
leading/influencing perhaps other components of empow ermen t of wome
ses household income and
It is assumed, however, that involvement of wome n in MSEs increa
status. The association also
gives them self-esteem and confidence thereby improves household
e their bargaining power in
helped fsr wome n to involve in various social affairs, which improv
Hence this is an important
the face of economic, social, and other matters of their daily life.
.
encouragement for wome n entrepreneurs involving in econo mic affairs
status of decision making in
During the survey, marrie d entrepreneurs were asked about their
earn from their enterprises.
selling and producing various items and decision on the income they
following frequency table
This was to exami ne their decision making power in such affairs. The
income from their respective
shows the involvement of women in selling and expending earned
enterprises.
of the earned incom e
Table 4.19 Decisi on on selling / produ cing and house hold expen diture

Who sell own produ cts?
Frequency
Item

Valid Percent

Who spend the incom e you earned ?
Valid Percent
Frequency

Husband only
Only wife
Husband and
Wife equally

3
18

3.1
18.8

2
9

2.1
9.4

14

14.6

33

33.4

Mostly husband
Mostly wife

2
1

2.1
1.0

1
3

1.0
3.1
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them involve in selling and
Table 4.19 indicates, from among the married women about 18.8% of
ds constitute 3. 1%. When
producing various products in their respective enterprises; while husban
33.4% responded that they
it comes to decision on spending on earned income, however, about
of the respondents indicate
decide equally or by the consent of both husband and wife. About 2.1 %
ption. 9.4% constitute
that husbands mostly do decision on the spending of household consum
concluded that women who
entire decision of wife on household spending. From table it can be
on spending income they
participated on their product selling will increase their decision power
earned.

women entrepreneurs
4.4.1 The Influence of Skills Training and Micro financing on
Empowerment
relation R to be 0.438.It
The linear regression analysis result showed that the coefficient of
less related relation with
means that MFls service for credit and skills training have some what
power of household women.
0.192. So that, 19.2% of
The value ofR squire (coefficient of determination) was indicated to be
g
preference ranking is explaineaDy MFls service for credit ancl-skills trainin
that access of MFIs
The significance value of F was 0.001, which is less than 0.05. It means
power of the household
service and skills training access have no significance relationship with
women entrepreneurs.
service for credit (Beta=
The standard of coefficient value (Beta) showed that access to MFls
than that of respondents
0.436) have better strength to women's' empowerment in the household
attended training (Beta=0.071).
influence of skills training
Generally, in this part of tile thesis efforts have made to examine the
group-based MSEs on
and micro financing on small skill women entrepreneurs in the
tools employed showed
empowering and improving the living conditions. The various statistical
service for credit have no
that, access of skills training and micro financing /access of MFls
entrepreneurs respondents.
relationships on the living conditions and empowerment of women
dents respond different
The reason is that during tile semi structured interview, the respon
respond they shared their
responses regarding their average monthly income that those who
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researcher found that the
income equally. Moreover, during the documentations assessment the
might affect regression
enterprises do not have proper documentation, so that, such type of cases
strength than that of skills
analysis. But relatively access of MFIs services for credit has better
dents pointed out the
training. On top of that, during FGD on living conditions issues , the respon
entirely freed them from
relevance of the enterprises in improving living conditions, if not they
will improve their living
poverty. They have great hope that their involvement in MSEs
e by developing various
conditions. In addition, they are plmming to diversify their incom
e their capacity and resort
strategies while they are in the MSEs . They are also pI arming to enhanc
using the positive attitude
to other productive activities. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that
.....
of access of MFIs for
of the respondents towards the MSE and on the top of that, strengthen
training will improve the
credit and having a proper documentation and identifying a proper
s.
living condition and empowerment of the women small scale entrepreneur
interview the respective
In addition to the FGD with operators, the researcher had a chance to
officials, every necessary
official of the Municipality on MSEs they organized. According to the
e stronger, capable of
effort have been made and will be made to the extent that the MSEs becom
s thereby develop their
developingj:heir bargaining power in the market and production proces
-

--

MSEs.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
5.1 Summary

erment and Improvement of
This is the study on Skills Training and Micro-jinancing for Empow
is
Case of Small-Scale Entrepreneurs in Bahir Dar Town. Its objective
living conditions: the

ing services provided by Bhir
generally to assess the contribution of skills training and micro-financ
Industry promotion office and
Dar town Admin istratio n Micro and Small Scale Enterprises and
ving the living conditions of
Other Micro Financ e Institutions (MFIs) in empow ering and impro
small-scale wome n entrepreneurs in the town.
lture. So far many authors and
The Ethiopian econo my is predominately based on rain-fed agricu
poores t countries in the world
sources on the econo my have been ranking Ethiop ia as one of the
addition, the country stands the
based on available data on annual income and per capita income. In
is frequently hit by periodic
second most populous countr), in Africa. Nevertheless, Ethiop ia
y has remained a treat to the
droughts, famines and is also home to millions of poor people . Povert
s. Ethiop ia's socio-economic
socio-economic stability of the country for more than four decade
by high population growth,
conditions, like other countries in sub-Saharan Africa, are characterized
s, high unemployment rate,
low econo mic growth, econo mic inefficiency, inadequate social service
section s of the total population
etc. In the country, wome n constitute the majority of unemp loyed
related proble ms.
because they are the ones who are seriously affected by poverty and
n's poverty in Ethiopia. This
Literatures are thoroughly docum ented the persistence of wome
training together with micro
literature focuses on the root causes of poverty and the roles of skills
nt educational backgrounds
financing in alleviating wome n's poverty. Thus, scholars with differe
ation of existing social barriers,
recommended such ways of alleviating their poverty as the elimin
s which are efficient, more
creation of favourable environments, the implementation of policie
enviroID11ent , empowerment of
responsive and accow1table to women in conducive and encou raging
y' and IGAs which would
women econo micall y through their paliicipation in 'functi onal literac
ski lls and to self-sufficiency
integrate them into the marke t economy that lead them to acquire new
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=

n-making power at different
thereby improving women's living conditions, increasing their decisio
levels in the community under consideration.
general and that of women in
Cognizant of the importance of micro credits in alleviating poverty in
micro financing programs.
particular. Ethiopia, like other developing countries, has adopted
training and micro financing
However, the available partial evidence contested that educational
there are knowledge gaps as
would make larger contribution to reductio? of women's poverty. Thus,
ing the living conditions
to the role of skills training and micro financing as instruments for improv
socio-economic and contexts
of poor won1en and increasing their decision-making power in different
u J:b<Ul £-0 c

<

in Ethiopia.

there is close link between
Review of related literature on the topics under investigation shows that
conditions and increasing
skills training and micro financing on one hand and improvement of living
other hand. Roger (1992), for
decision-making power on the part of beneficiary poor women on the
development in the light of
example, discus ses on the linkage between education and training and
process. A number of
their possib le interactions when they are viewed in a dynamic change
skills and capabilitics for - researchers found out that the paramount importance of increasing
economy (Creevey 1996;
economic success in an increasing integrated and competitive global
World Bank 1999; FA WE Secretariat, 2001).
enterprises and divides their
Awori (1995) also looks at a range of training issues around wome n's
n who are already become
needs into three categories as training for low income women, for wome
of training to be recommended
entrepreneurs and for trainers and then suggests their respective areas
together in a coordinated
for the three groups under consideration and which have to be offered
ed by the findings of other
manner in order the training to be effective. This argument is also justifi
studies undertaken elsewhere in the world.
have at best to address their
Rogers (1994) generally argues that training programmes for women
s of the study conducted by
practical needs (i. e., earnin g a living to guarantee survival).\The finding
modified technology, training
Creevey in 1996 indicates the presence of a combined effect of new or
and improving their quality of
and credit service on significantly increasing wome n's income levels
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focus on skills training, on
life and that of their families. A large body of literature which does not
poor women for overcoming
the other hand, even argues the importance of raising the awareness of
r; Parker 1993; Williams
the barriers that may face them while trying to enter the public arena (Mose
Longwe 1998).
accessed at micro finance
From the foregoing discussion, one can deduce that financial resources
ions. Micro financing has the
institutions are key factors for improving poor women's living condit
decision-making in different
goals of alleviating wome n's poverty and their empowerment in
contexts and at different levels .

.".

tion as the first step to
Some micro finance specialists view income security rather than promo
as well as ventures helps the
poverty reduction or alleviation. Hence , they argue that micro finance
serving as "instruments to
poor women to improve their lives by channelling financial services and
x, 1999). Such an income
change the existing gender relations to women' s advantage (Mayo
g decisions on economic
increment and control over it, which, in turn, increase their role in makin
n, men and children (Mayox,
affairs in household context that, leads to greater wellbeing for wome
means improving the lives of
- 1997). Fang and Perret (1999) argue that improving the women' slife
more than half ~f the population.
to access and control over
Micro financing, therefore, provid es the poor women with an opportunity
unities. It also promotes
such scarce resources as fund or capital and educational or training opport
to gain benefits of income,
skills training. A properly chann elled micro finance services enable them
erment in terms of decision,
asset ownership and social status, which similarly enhance their empow

.-

ty. In Ethiopia, some policy
the decision-making image , self-confidence, or generation of capaci
ctive. Rahmanr (2000), in
documents on women affairs present their arguments in that perspe
g in reducing or alleviating
general, states that the succes s of micro financing and educational trainin
faced by the poor women
poverty depends on how far they can address the multi-faceted constraints
in their respective households.
ches, which include: social
Regarding micro- and small-scale enterprises, there are three approa
marginality, state regulation and small- scale enterprises.
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e impact on increasing
Rao and Bavaiah (2005) conclude that micro financing has positiv
distribution of income and
households ' annual income, reducing the existing inequalities in the
different scholars either at
contributing to employment in India. Number of studies conducted by
en poor women's access to
home or abroad on women's issues documents the correlation betwe
areas of Ethiopia and the
micro credits at micro financial institutions in both urban and rural
improvements in Amhara, Dire Dawa and Tigray Regions.
nt views on whether or not
In the litemture on micro finance and empowerment, there are differe
, for instance, argues that
micro financing empowers poor women. In this regards, Myoux (1999)
in properly designed micro
there is positive evidence which substantiates women's involvement
of different interventions in
finance programme intervention empowers them through a combination

-

adesh, Sri Lanka and Nepal)
a longer period of time. This holds true in Asia (such as in India, Bangl
, 1997), including Ethiopia
and Sub-Saharan African countries like in Ghana and Uganda (Chen
Narayana, 2008), which is
(WABEKBON Development Consultancy Firm, 2006; Wolday &
contests that the actual
experienced through pathways sequentially. However, Mayoux (1997)
1" - "'0-''' :
---.----;- -- - .
women 's~emp0werment is- contribution of financially successful inicro finance programmes to poor~

~~

often limited.
ts the contribution of skills
In summary, there are great number ofliterature which argues and suppor
ing to increasing income of
training on one sort or another through the involvement in micro financ
decision-making power on
households, improving living conditions and increasing poor women's
levels. In the light of those
economic, social, cultural and political arena in the society at different
of skills training and micro
arguments and counter-arguments, this study tried to investigate the role
women entrepreneurs in
financing in impro ving the living conditions and empowering small- scale
7/08.
Bahir Dar town of the Amhara Region based on cross-sectional data of200
investigation, this study
Based on the forgoing the review of the relevant literature the topic under
and then generated data on
used both quantitative and qualitative research designs and methods
re of MSEs , expansion and
socio-demographic and economic characteristics, nature and strictu
benefits, different aspects
contraction of the enterprises, skills trainin g together with their associated
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rds of households and
of miCro financing, variables that are used to measure living standa
financing in the light of
suggestions for plausible actions in relation to skills training and micro
scale entrepreneurs. These
improving living condition of households and empowering women small
the target population using
data were collected from a total 96 representative samples drown from
enterprises'
collected from
multistage sampling techniques. In addition, secondary data were
beneficiary documents,
reports,
guidelines, progress
documents,
project
records,
documents on Ethiopian
published/unpublished theses or dissertations , published/unpublished
were downloaded from the
Micro-finance Institutions, newspapers, files on CD ROM, and files that

fAll

the data generated we!.e analysed using descriptive
Internet by. ~pplying documentary analyses.
some extent mlt!!iPle linear
and inferential statistical techniques such as univariat, b~et and to
ver, the study employed
analyses to answer the research question~ and to test the h otheses. Moreo
and qualitative data analyses
thematic and content analyses. Finally such rigorous quantitative
\lnd~es1igation .
resulted in major findings regarding relationships among those variables

5.2 Conclusions
micro financing in improving
This study attempted to assess the combined role of skills training and
in the capital city of ~lara
Jiving conditions and empQweJing women small- scale entrepreneurs
have engage in small-scale
Region. In th~ town, the significant majority of women who
YO.!Jng adY.lts whose age is
entrepreneurship and got involved in different types of MSEs are
s and SWldry productive
categorized under 25-35 . These young women are involved in variou
pment of the Region .
activities in their efforts to contribute their own share to economic develo
A reasonable proportion of the women

entr'ep~~e~;-are married that contributes to their increase in

olds, on average, a maximum
social recognition in their respective local community. In these househ
' unproductive dependent' or
of 4 members are currently residing under one roof which may either be
which contribute to income
'productive hands ' that could lead their helping hands with IGAs
olds in the town implies that
generation in the households. However, such a small size of househ
order to check the population
some endeavours underway by concerned parties at different levels in
reduce poverty in the Region.
growth ofthe town, which , in turn, contributes its part in an attempt to
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s are literate who have
A significant proportion (i.e., about 72%) of the small-scale entrepreneur
who have basic educational
already attained different levels of educational status. As they are literate
adult women are in their
competency in running and managing their business firms, those young
h participating in relevant
vantage point from which they could acquire new business skills throug
skills so that they could
types of training and could manage to employ various interpersonal
s which pave the way for
approach MFIs in their locality to get access to micro credit service
increasing their income which '
engaging themselves in different income-generating activities thereby
leads to the improvements of the beneficiaries ' living conditions.
e specialists argue, both
Unlike the necessity of certain level of education, as some micro financ
and small-scale economic
illiterate and literate women have accessed and got involved in microyoung adult women in MSEs
sectors and other productive activities. Generally, the involvement of
of literacy. In addition, those
in the town does not appear to require an achievement of certain levels
serve as a stepping-stone to
women who graduated from TVETs or general secondary schools may
, in turn, generate income to
pave the way to embark on small-scale micro finance activities, which
households.
may become innovate and
Those young adults who tend to be thrifty in their daily expenditure
tives to engage in skills
observant of their socio-economic environments to look for viable alterna
therefore argue that the
training and to get the chance for operating different MSEs. One could
n one' s thinking universe' to
existing fragile and insecure job opportunities in locality may broade
so that slhe can generate at
assess and discover existing viable alternative socio-economic activities
least income for survival.
12 months, the majority of
From the sl.!rYey data on level of income of the respondents for the last
at the same level as before
MSE operators' average annual income either increased-or remained
confirm that involvement in
getting involved in those activities. Therefore, the findings of this study
old incom e or has helped
different MSEs in Bahir Dar town either contributed to increment of househ
the operators to keep it at the same level for the last one year.
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small- scale entrepreneurs are
To recapitulate, the socio-demographic and economic contexts of those
old size, married and attained
characterized as being young adults , relatively small in their househ
earlier occupation, which may
different levels of schooling and characterized by fragile and insecure
Moreover, their current
have positive impact on paving the way for embarking on different MSEs.
the same income level at its
income level is labelled as a pyramid of income distribution bounded by
bottom.
, although there are various
In Bahir Dar town, concerning the nature and structure of the MSEs
otivated private entrepreneurs,
micro- and small-scale enterprises which are being operated by self-m
red and organized in such a
this study entirely focused on group-based enterprises that are structu
ment office(s) and employed
way that they are motivated, established and coordinated by govern
e upon the operators' dayexperts at different levels . However, these existing situations may imping
structure of the business firms
to-day activities in their prevailing context. As to the organizational
have 'incumbent power' is
in the town, the governmental office as well as those profes sionals who
MSEs in the town are not
installed at the apex of the organ gram of the MSEs. Thus, the group-based
body may dictate what the
as such independent economic firms. At times, the government
enterprises_p-eJiorm so as to fulfil the Regional Government interest.
pros and cons. In ~ r
It is believed that group-based 'involvement in MSEs does have its
forms of advantages. These
working in-group context is found to help the operators to obtain some
members together to facilitate
include: creditworthiness in the form of group collateral, brining the
with social problems of one
their engagement in cooperation (especially at the time when they faced
and healthy competition for
sort or another), developing tlie feelings of being secured or security
in-group context has helped
earning better income in both intra- and inter-group contexts. Working
es, which have a plethora of
the yOlmg entrepreneurs to derive many benefits from such joint ventur
on, which, in turn, prevent
benefits. Such positive benefits could address non-income poverty situati
routines of daily life in the
the women operators not to be excluded from social aspects of their
locality.
~Es under investigation. This
The study also trjed to assess whether or not there are change s in the M
of creating additional job
can be studied by considering their scope of expan sion in terms
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opportunities, increasing working capital and that of savings or growing in opposite ways. The
MSEs being run by young women entrepreneurs generally do not expand and create job
opportunities for the new job seekers. However, one could observe the expansion of consumersoriented MSEs tend to augment

the existing number of employees, whereas the soaring price of '

staple food items such as ' teff (i.e., a crop which is used for preparing injera, meaning the Ethiopian
bread) may cause a significant decrease in the number of women entrepreneurs, particularly in
baking and selling injera enterprises. The MSEs in the town, on the whole, do not create
employment opportunities due to natural and personal attitude towards loan from MFIS (such as
illness, death and fear of bank repayment with interest) that may cast shadows on their sustainability.
In the same vein, the remaining members are thus felt compelled to engage in backbone breaking
tasks, as the MSEs have been operated collateral in-group context.

This study reveals that almost half of the MSEs have begun

t~eir

business undertakings using loan .

from MFIs, especially ACSI. In addition, the business firms show accumulation of working capital,
which may be used to expand them. So far, the scarcity of input or raw materials made traditional
small-scale enterprises like weaving to stumble about the same status.
Among the menibers of MSE operators in Bahir Dar, voluntary types of s~vings is being experienced
and the major source of money for their savings is entirely the income generated from their MSEs.
The operating entrepreneurs further use their savings for productive investments such as to
undertake new business firms, to expand the existing business and/or to procure the necessary plant
machineries or equipment for production undertakings. Therefore, the women entrepreneurs are
aware of the importance of savings in self-development and business expansion.

Governmentally owned offices have the king's share in providing skills training to the operators in
Bahir Dar. In line with Rogers' argument for effective nse of training for development, the women
entrepreneurs have engaged in training of one sort or another before they get involved in their
respective firms. The major types of training attained by the entrepreneurs are financial
management, followed by simple business skills. In general, participation in these and other types of
training helps the operators to start their own businesses, albeit the training provided to them is
inadequate for producing various types of types of products. In contrast, such types of training have
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to be designed and conducted in a participatory, comprehensive and integrated manner. On the other
hand, training provided helps the women entrepreneurs a lot in acquiring new skills for operating
micro and small-scale enterprises, for upgrading the skills at micro-project development, skills in
successful management of different duties and responsibilities, and in brining attitudinal change, and
developing self-reliance and self-confidence.

Those MSEs owned and run by young adult women have access to basic types of infrastructure,
which are required for efficient and effective functioning of their firms. Nevertheless, they are not
involved in participatory planning and implementation of the project on the development of the basic
infrastructure in the area. Generally, there is no a practice of participatory planning and
implementation of infrastructure development in Bahir Dar town in sites where there are MSEs.

Local purchase of materials for production purpose from local market is the major source of raw
materials. Therefore, it is importance to create linkages among operating enterprises in the locality
for viable economic development. Against this backdrop, lack of markets and raw materials appear
to be the major problem that faces the MSEs in the town. Owing to unceasing efforts, on the.
contIaLY:,

responsibl~governn1ent

body makes those and office in establishing market networking of

the MSEs with institutions, which receive the products in such a way that could facilitate efficient,
flows of business transactions. This is, in turn; assist the enterprises to solve some of their marketoriented problems in the locality.

The provision of pieces of information on the what, where and when of skills training and market in
Bal1ir Dar town is inadequate. In conclusion, the MSEs, which are being operated by young women,
have different demographic and socio-economic characteristics. These seem to serve as a favourable
socio-economic environment for operating micro- and small-scale business undertakings either
privately or jointly. The participation of women entrepreneurs in skills training and getting access to
credit services at MFIs like ACSI has very little influence on their average income of the households
tl1at operate MSEs.

~

are a nUl11ber of

v~iables

to measure

st~

of living conditions of a household which include:

expenditure on household durables, clothing, education, food items, purchasing of house and/or their
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maintenance and expense for ceremonial preparation. Access to credit services at micro-financial
institutions has much better contribution to expend their income on household durables than their
participation in skills training on the part of MSEs joint owners and operators in the town. On the

._----

whole, there is m~derate correlation between access to credit service at those institutions and '
average annual expenditure on clothing for the households. Relatively speaking, MFls' credit
services have positive and strong relations with educational expenditure of those households that are
operating MSEs in-group context.

Both

acces~to

credit service and participation in skills training have

~oderate

impact on the food

expenditure of the households. Contrary to all expectations, the two variables do not have significant
influence on the households' housing maintenance expenditure. Although participation in skills
training seems to have relatively small contribution to increase expenses for preparing ceremonial
events in the case of Bahir Dar town, one could argue that neither skill s training nor access to credit.
services has impact on such types of expenditure in the households.

Based on theoretical and empirical grounds, it is argued that women in developing countries have
little control over decision-making on economic, social, culturalTna poiiticaia ffairs (Schorling-, 2006). Women's involvement in MSEs, in Bahir Dar town, helps them to get empowered and decide
on the selling products or items produced by their firms. In addition, MSEs may serves as one means
of bringing the gender balance at equilibrium in terms of consensus-based decision-making on ·how
to spend the income earned from such and such economic engagements in household context.

In the study area, neither the participation of small-scale women entrepreneurs in skills training nor
their access to credit services at MFls has strong impact on their living conditions. Within the same
framework, those factors do not contribute a lot to empower women and make them decision makers
in different socio-economic contexts.

~y of conclusion, access to credit services for micro financing on the part of small-scale
entrepreneurs have better contribution to the increment of their income
...--- thereby improving living
conditions and empowering them to make decisions on socio-economic affairs in-group context than
their participation in skill s training in Bahir Dar. Finally, this study concludes that there is no
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significant level of contribution ob~erved on the part of skills training and access to credit service for
micro financing to augment the women's income, improve their living conditions and boost their
decision-making power. From these findings, some factors may lead themselves to serve for
explanation - i. e., improper record keeping and documentation management system at MSEs,
memory loss regarding their average annual income, etc. Those findings the study, therefore, may
call for further studies on complex interplay among relevant additional factors in a context sensitive
manner using extensive descriptive survey and intensive qualitative study in effort to triangulate
findings of the study.

5.3 Recommendations

Based on those conclusions which are drawn from empirical data supported findings of the study, the
researcher suggests the following plausible actions:

.40

alleviate poverty at house hold level; skills training which integrates literacy program in

to Income Generating activities (IGs) packaged with reproductive health (RH) program
taking in to account the socio-demographic and

eco~mic

characteristics of the households in .

which potential womenJeside and their compositions that can be implemented in integrated,
co-ordinated and networked manner with micro financing by creating favourable
environment through advocacy.

•

In the oregano gram of the Bahir Dar Administration micro and small Enterprises and
Industry promotion office representatives of each MSE center should be installed and get
participated in appeasing MSE projects, annual planning of the MSEs at zonal level, follow
up and monitoring and evaluation of the overall activities performed by MSEs in the town in
a participatory manner.

.Im

order to keep viable those benefits obtained from MSEs; it is recommended that MSEs

should encourage establishing indjgenous social support institutions such as IdIar, Equb and
Mahiber.
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•

Bhir Dar town Administration Micro and Small Scale Enterprises and Industry promotion
office should engage in identifYing the root causes of MSE members' withdrawal from the
enterprises. Based on the root causes of MSE members' findings, the town adminstration
should design training on confidence building, scanning the socio-economic environment to
identifY potential risks and their management both internally and externally.

•

The Bahir Dar Administration micro and small Enterprises and Industry promotion office
snould work in t.o-ordinated way to establish network and partnership with other MFIs
andior NOOs working on women economic empowerment and other relevant development
organizations in the region. This, in turn, helps the stakeholders to broaden their scopes of
access to credit, to help them engage in different types of savings in different contexts such
as Community Self help Savings Group (CSSO) and Village Saving and Lion (VSL) etc .

•

~killS training should be designed and implemented in participatory, comprehensive and.
integrated manner by involving different stakeholders, GOs, NOOs in a paltnership with
other implementing parties in the town. In addition, such training should enable the trainees
to raise their kvel of awareness of MSE, to get and involved practical field works, decide on
the types

•

oftr~g

they want to participate, etc.

The MSE operators should get chances to participate in local development schemes in order
that they to have a say about problems and needs identification their prioritisation, appraisal
implementation and participatory monitoring and evaluation regarding infrastructure
development in the light of creating income generation option in the town or locality.

•

The MSE operators should discus about their problems related to market and row materials
and

t~n

reach at consensus on how to establish business-oriented networking for solving

t~l~xisting problems .
• / skills training which is provided for MSEs operators should incorporate gender-sensitive
"'"

......

issues, relevant country policies, programs, implementation strategies guidelines, etc taking
in to consideration their educational status attained, and other demo-graphic characteristics.
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Annex I Questioner

ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE AND RESEARCH PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION & LIFE LONG LEARNING
Questionnaire

Dear Respondent,
This questionnaire has been designed to examine the Skills Training and Micro-financing for

Women Empowerment and Improvement of Living conditions: the Case of Women Small-Scale
"

Entrepreneurs in Bahir Dar Town. . The information you are going to provide will be used purely
for academic purpose. Therefore, you are kindly requested to give genuine response.
General Information
MSE Name/ Type ... ... .. . .. .... .

Date .... .. ... .. . .... .

Respondent No .......... .. ...... .

Time ... .. ....... .. ..

Sub-city .......................... . .
Part I. Household Composition and Characteristics
S,No

Name

of- Q1.1

1.2

Q

Q1.3

QI.4

QI.5

QI.6
Main

the

Sex

relation to

Age in

Education

Marital Status

meniber

M= I

The head of

Years

(Code B)

(Code C)

F=O

the
HH

-

Occupation
(Code 0)

(Code

A)
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Code A

CodeB

CodeC

(Relationship

(Education)

(Marital Status)

with HH head)
1= father

1= never any schooling

I = never married

2= mother

2= traditional (religious

2= married

3= wife

3= literate (reading and writing

3= widowed

4= sister

4= primary & first cycle incomplete

4= divorced

5= son

5= primary & first cycle complete

6= daughtl'{r

6= primary & second cycle incomplete

7= husband

7= primary & second cycle complete

8= brother

8= Genera secondary school -incomplete

9= other, specify

9= General secondary school complete

"

10= preparatory incomplete
II = preparatory complete
12= vocational/technical
13= college diploma

14= first degree
------,-5= post graduate

CodeD
(Main Occupation)
1= employed

7= farmer

2= own account worker

8=self employed ( Hand craft)

3= unpaid family worker

9= trader

4= unemployed

10= daily laborer

5= pension

II =service provider

6= student

12=other, specify_ _ _ __

Q1.9. The size of your household is:
1= 1 4=4

7=7

2=2 5=5

8=8

3=3 6=6

9=9
10= 10
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~~hat was yaur earlier o~<a!patian befare yau are a member (a_wner) afthis enterprise?
1= daily laborer

6= petty trader at hame (preparing faad and drink, etc)

2= student
7= unemplayed
8= ather, specify_ _ _ __
3= hausewife
4= emplayee af private business
5= hausemaid
Q1.12. What is fare the most impartant advantage (s) of warking in group as the owner of
enterprise? (Provide yaur answer by ranking far the most seriaus to. the list.)
1= creditwarthiness_ _ _ _ __
2= helping one anather in times af problems, eg, illness, tiredness, etc_ _ __
3= feel secured._ _ _ _ _ _ __
4= competitian far better earning amang us_ _ _ _ _ _ __
5= other, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PART II Sources of Household Income
Q2. 1. What were the majar sources of yaur hauseha ld' s incame for the last 12

Months? (Circle

ane or mare)

I =Working in small scale enterprises
2= Relief
3= Self-emplayment
4= others, specify______
Q2.2. Yaur income over the last 14 months has been:
I = decreased
2= increased
3= at the same level
4= dan't know
Q2.3. If your incame has been decreasing, what is/are the reason (s)?
I = sickness of one or two hausehold members
2= paar (Iawer) market price
3= lower production
4= lack of market because of other producers (campetitars)
5= ather, specify _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Q2.4. If your income has increased, what are the three most important reasons (Provide
your answer by ranking for the most serious to the list.)?

1= access to market
2= get job
3= access to market and getting job
4= able to buy
5= undertake new business
6= expand existing enterprise
7= access of relevant to relevant training
8= oiiler specific._ _ __

I. Information of training
Q3.1 Did you receive training as to how you conduct your business?

1= yes

2= no

~fyes, indicate the type of training you attended (multiple answers):
1. Human resource management (group formation, dynamics)
2. Financial management (bookkeeping, savings and credit)

3. Business and skills identification for women _ _ _ __
g- - 4. Preparation of sub-project proposals/planninn"'
5. Production (e.g. food preparati.on, etc.) and marketing

6. Simple skills training (e.g. labor-saving devices, handicrafts)

7. Store keeping

(JijJ.

8. Other specify _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Did you benefit from the

1 Yes

t~g program? (Circle one)

2.No

G r yOU answer Q3.18 yes, what benefits did you get as a result of attending the
training program? (Multiple)
,<j

I. Upgraded the Skill needed to manage productive & household chores
2. Acquired new skills/ capacity to engage in micro-projectlbusine;;g--'
development
3. Attitude change, se lf-relianc~ and self-confidence._ _ _ __
4. Financial benefits

---------

5. Other / Specify _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Q 3.5 What are the limitations of the training? (Multiple)
1. The duration was too short _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. The content of the training was not relevant'---_ _ __
3. The training is limited in scope _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Too complex to understand! difficult to grasp_ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. The skill obtained is difficult to apply _ __ _ _ _ __
6. Other/ Specify_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

~here did you receive ~raining for your enterprise?
I = learn from experienced member of the group
2= learn from vocational school
3= the office train us before starting the business
4= business training centers in the town
5= other, specify_ _ __ __ _ _ __
Q3.7. How many hours do you spend in your bnsiness per day ?
1= 1-5
2= 6-1 2

4= other specify_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Q3 .8. Did you take and orientation about the advantage of your enterprise before you start your
training?
1. Yes

2.No

Q3.9 If you answer Q3.24 Yes, Did you get chances to change your decision after
orientation?
l.yes

2.No

I. IV Information on Micro and Small Enterprises

@ Which type of business do you participate?
I = Wood/furniture works

2= Cafeteria service

3= Textile works

4= Sale of fruit and vegetables

5= Metal works

6= Gravel production

7= Food production

8= Leather and Leather production

9 = Other specify_ _ __
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_.

Q4.2. Year of establishment of your business, (E.C.)
1= 1997

2= 1998

3= 1999

4=2000

5= 2001

~ere is the location of your enterprise?
1= within home premise
2= independent premise
3 = Government given location
4= other, specify_ ___ _ _ _ __ _
Q4.4. Whli! is the form of ownership of your enterprise?
1= private
2= partnership
3= both private and with partnership
4= Association
5=Other specify_ __
Q4.5. Legal status of your business
I = licensed .

3= on process to be licensed

2= not licensed
nitial capital of your enterprise (in Birr)
1= 200-500

7= 10,001-20,000

2= 501-800

8= 20,001-50,000

3= 801-1000

9= 50,001-70,000

4= 1,001-1500

10= 70,001-100,000

5= 1,501-2000

11 =Any Other specify_ _ _ _ _ _ __

6= 2001-10,000

~ow much is your current capital? (Birr)
1= 200-500

6= 2001-10,000

2= 501-800

7= 10,001-20,000

3= 801 -1000

8= 20,001-50,000

4= 1001-1500

9= 50,001-70,000

5= 1501-2000

10= 70,001-100,000

11 = other, specify_ _
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__. -

Q4.8. Initial total number of Female employees/members in the enterprise
1=2

6=8

11=14

2=3

7=9

12=15

3=4

8=10

13= other, specify

4=5

9=11

5=6

10=12

Q4.9. Current number of Female employees /members of the enterprise:
1=1

7=7

13=13

2=2

8=8

14=14

3~

9=9

15=15

4=4

10=10

i 6= other, specify

5=5

11=11

6=6

12= 12

Q4.l0. If the number of employees/members of the enterprise has been decreasing, what is
the most important reason?
1= lack of profitability of the existing business
2= disagreement with one or more member (s) of the group
--~

3= fear of bank repayment
4= starting individual's profitable business
5= death and illness

LI'J<~ 6= other, specify
@

--

What is/are the possible and actual problems you face in your business? (Provide yow'

answer by ranking for the most serious to the list.)
1= lack of capital. ............................. .... .
2= lack of credit facilities .................... ..
3= lack of market. ................ ... ........... ..
4= competition .... .. ............................. .
5= lack of raw material s ...................... .
6=lack of m ach in cri ~s/ ~qllipllle n!. . .. ... .
7= lack ofmanaglJriHI skill s ... .. ............ .
8= lack of ski lkd J)0rsOJIlI I.... ......... ..

9= inadequate Governmental/ NGO support .... ..... .. . .
10= poor technology/ lack of improvement. . .... ....
11 = lack of accounting (bookkeeping) system . .. ... .
12= other, specifY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Q4.l2. In your opinion, how are the above cited problems of your micro-enterprise could
be improved?

'" is the source of your initial capital for your business? (Provide your answer (Provide
Q4.13.What
your answer by ranking for the most serious to the list.)
1= own savings .................... ............ ....... .
2= transfer from family .. ... .. ..... .. .. .. ... ....... .
3= credit from friends ..... ... ... . ... . .. .... .. ...... .
4= credit from Cooperative Bank of........... .
5= other banks found in Bahir Dar .. .. .. .... ... .
__How much i s your average monthly--1Sl'oss income? (In Birr)
1= 100-200

6601 -700

2= 201 -300

7701 -800

3= 301-400

9= 801-900

4= 401-500

10= 1001-10,000

5= 501-600

11 = other, specify_ _ _ _ _ __

Q4.14 .How much do you sale your produce per week?
1= 100 birr

4= 501-700 birr

2= 101-300 birr

5= 701-1000birr

3= 301-500 birr

6= other, specify_ _ _ _ __

hat is your enterprises net earning (profit) per week/month?
1= 50-100 birr

5= other, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2= 101-300 birr
3= 301-500 birr
4= 501-1000 birr
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Q4.16.How do you share your income among the group?
1= equally
2= based on performance in work
3= sale our product individually and get our own share
4= other, specify_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Q 4.17.Does your enterprise have any accounting system in which the enterprise registers
all financial aspects of your association?
1= yes

2= no

Q4.18 .How do you payback the money your enterprise borrowed?

.,

Q 4.19.Where do you get raw material! inputs for your enterprise?
1= local market (purchase)

4= local areas (no purchase)

2= regional capital (purchase)
3= national market (Addis Ababa) (purchase)
V. Financial and Physical-Security

Q5 .1. What is the source of your finance in times of shortage of finance? (Rankin
decreasing order)
I = loan from saving and credit groups in the community .......... .
2= own savings (private) ............ .... ... . ... ...... .
3= borrow from friends ......... ......... ..... ... ..... .
4= from micro-finance institutions ...... ..... .. .
5= credit from private business .......... .. .. ... .
6= other, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Q5.2. Are you a member of traditional financial institution like 'Iqub '?
1= yes

2= no
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Q?I't'your answer for Q4.2 is I (yes), for what purpose have you been using the money?
(rank in decreasing order)
I = business start ups. :-:-: ........... ...... ....... .. .. . .
.
. ..........
,/
2-- busmess
expansIOn
.......... ............ .
3= purchase of household durables . ~ ..... .. ..
4= purchase offood items . . :.:-:-..... ......... ... ... .
5= child education .:-: .... ........ ...... .. ...... ... ... . .
~

6= health expenses ...... ... ... ...... ... .... .. ........ .
7= purchase of clothe. :-:..... ........................ .

IV. Information on market place improvement
(for business creation)
(S6.I.Did you make any improvement to your marketing place house in the past 12 Months?
1= yes
@

2=no

If youranswerfor Q5.I.is yeS(I), what type of improvement you undergone?
I = improving the design of settlement by creating space for basic 'services (for
tap water, electricity, etc) and marketing activities.
- - -2= improving homesteads and h-uusing-quality
3=-simple amendment of place of market! place of production
4= other, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.What was the major pur

0

e of such improvement?

I = so as to allow home based economic ac ivit(es?
2= commercial redevelopment of eentrallocation of own business
3= to all ow my house more rooms for household members
4= others, spccil'y_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Q6.4.Was there an y inrrastructure development (roads, market expansion. electricity, etc)
by Muni cipalit y or Non-Governmental Organization in the past 5 years?
1= ycs

2=no

lOll

-- - ------

-

Q6.5. If your answer for Q5.4. is yes, what is the specific purpose of such infrastructure for
your enterprise? Explain

Q6.6.Did you involve in any participatory planning and implementation for settlement up-grading?
1= yes

2=no

VII. Information on Savings

@

D5"You save? ,
l= 'yes

2=no

Q7.2. If your answer for Q6.1 is yes (1), what type of saving is it?
1= compulsory
2= voluntary
3= both compulsory and voluntary
4= other, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Q7.3.What is the amount of your ~saving? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Birr.

------

Q7.4.What is the amount of your current saving?
-

Birr.

Q7.5.What is your source of money for saving? (Circle one or more)
I = From business (micro and small enterprise)
2= Borrowed from friends/ money lenders/ relatives
3= Income from employment
4= Other, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
/

-----

Q7.6 Where do you save? (Circle one ore more)

-

-

.......

'

1= In micro finance institution

2= 'Iqub'
3= Cooperative Bank of Oromiya
4= At home (under the roof, safe box)
5= With friends/ relatives
6= In the form for durable materials
7= Lending to others with higher interest (' arata ')
8= Others, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Q7.7. For what purpose you have been saving?
I = Loan repayment
2= To undertake a new business (to expand the existing business)
3= For safety purpose (protection from theft or damage)
4= Old age use
5= Ceremonial service (wedding, holidays)
6= To earn interests
7= To buy machineries, animals or basic items
8= Other, specify_ _ __ _ __ __ __ __

raft
r

last

VJTI,~ousehold Expen~e

and coping strategies over the

n months

Q8. I.Total school expenses over the last 12 months_ _ _ _ _ Birr.
Q8.2.Medical expenses over the last 12 months

Birr.

Q8.3 .Ceremonial expense (wedding, dowry, funeral, etc) over the last 12 months __ Birr.
Q8.4. Clqfuing expenses over the last 12 months _ _ _ _.Birr.
Q8.5. Purchase of household durables over the last 12months

_ _ _ _ Birr.

Q8.6. Purchase ofhouses/maintenance/expansion over the last 12month
Q8.9. Your household 's total food expenditure per months

Birr.
Birr.

Q8.1O. Did the household experience food shortage over the last 12 months?
1= yes

2=no

IX. Information on Vulnerability
Q9.1. Did the household ever experienced food shortage?
1= yes

2=no

Q9.2.Did you sell any of your most valued possessions in the worst year? (For example, jewelry,
furniture, etc).
1= yea

2= no

3=1 don' t want to tell

Q9.3. Has the household received food aid in times of food shortages?
1= yea

2= no

3= 1 don't want to tell
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Q9.4.Do you feel that for you household, there is more or less risk of food shortage today than
there was in the past 12 months?
1= yes

2=no

Q9.5. Did your household member migrate at the worst period?
1= yes

2= no

Q9.6. Were you unemployed over the last 12 months?
1= yes

2= no

Q9.7.Did your income decreased over the last 12 months?
1= yes

2= no

Q9.8.Do unemployment &.lld lack of income affect you or your family ever more than the previous
12 months?

Part X. Information on Access to Education
Q I 0.1. How many children in your household are school age children (5-17)?_ _ _ _,
QIO.2.How

many

of

these

children

currently

attended

school?

(Total

No

111

a

school),_ _ _ _ __
QIO.3.The number of your family attending school for last twelve months:
1= decreas'ed
2= stayed the same
3= increased
QIO.4. If your answer for QIO.3 is decreased (I), what is the reason for so?
I = lack of income for school tuition
2= lack of access to school in the area
3= lack of interest to attend school
4= needed for help in the business activity
5= needed for help in non- business activity
6= other, specify _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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QIO.5.Ifyour answer for QI0.3.in increased (3), what is the reason for so?
I = access to new school building in the surrounding
2= income improvement in the household
3= increase in the awareness of the household towards education
4=others,specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Q I 0.6. What is your average educational expense per year for the household per year? (amount in
Birr) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Q'I 0.7. Ho~
...... does the amount your household spent on school and school expenses for this current
school year compared with the amount you spent in the last academic year. Did the amount
I = decreased
2= stayed the same
3= increased

Part XI. Information on Health
Q I I.l.during the last 12 months, was there any occasion in which you or a member of your family
needed medical attention?
1= yes .

2= no

QI 1.2.Ifyour answer for QI I.l.is yes(l), provide your answer in the following box/tick your
answer.
I I .3.Where did you get the money to pay for these medical costs?
I = business profit
2= from household saving
3= business profit and household saving
4= borrowed from friends
5= loan
6= other, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Q I 1.4. What was the average household medical expenditure for the last 12 months? (Amount in
Birr)

-----------------

s improved?
QII.5. Do you think your access to medical facilities in the last 12 month
2= no

1= yes

(S)?
QII.6 . If your answer for QII.4 1(yes), what is/are the major reasons
1= profit from own business
2= access to money from community organization
3= borrowed from a friend
4= sold household asset
5= other, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
old not taken for
QII.7 .h}>.the past 12 Months was any ill or injured memb er of the househ
to pay for it?
medical attention or treatment because ofthe household lacked the money
2= no

1= yes

Part XII. Information on EmQowe _ment

~s anyone in your family a member of any association?
2= no

1= yes

QI2.2 .If your answer for the above question is yes, he/she belong to:
1= council
2= youth association
3= 'Nomen association
I

4= trade association
5= cooperative associations
6= other, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~onlY for married and live together). Who have the power in the house hold?
1=husband only
2= mostly husband
3= husband and wife equally
4= mostly wife
5= only wife
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~ow to s end

the income you have

e~?

1= husband only
2= mostly husband
3= husband and wife equally
4= mostly wife
~ onlywife

(-.S.~ How)you s~n products?
1= husband only
2= mostly husband
3= h<lsband and wife equally
4= mostly wife
5= only wif~
XIII Suggestions

Q13.l What do you suggest regarding Skills training contribution for im.l2foxement of living
standards?

Q13 .2 What do you Suggest regarding Micro financing contribution for improvement of living
standard?
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II. Interview Guide
To MSE Organizing Unit of the Small scale Industry Development office

Q1. What are the objectives offorming group-based MSEs in the town?
Q2. What criteria were used to organize MSEs in Bahir Dar Town?
Q3.What type of support did your office made for group-based MSEs?
Q4. What are the major problems the MSEs face?
Q5. What progress your organizations acknowledge about the MSEs in the town?
Q6. How your organization define poverty and what strategies should be adopted to alleviate it?
Q7. Does the MSE pay tax for the office? Why?
Q8. Wh(J,t is tlie future plans of your office towards group-based Smallscale women Entrepreneurs?
Q9. Would you describe your future plan in an effort to improve the
living conditions of additional women in the town through MSEs?
Q 1O. How do you explain your staff quality (education) and quantity
(size)7 Do you notice any unnecessary bureaucratic chain which
hinders your service to your clients?
Q 11. How do you explain the overall contribution of your organization for
tlieimprovementof Small scale women entrepreneurs'-living- conditions ofBahir Dar Town?
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III. Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Guide Questions
for Community members.
Q1.What is your opinion about skills training contribution for small scale women
entrepreneurs?
Q .2.What is your belief on the relevance of financing the small scale
women entrepreneurs?
. Q:3:What is your opinion on 'the procedures of monitoring and evaluation of small-scale women
entre preneurs' development?
Q.4. How do you see the existing access ffinancing of small scale women entrepreneurs?
Q.4. What is your opinion on the contribution of economic empowerment for small-scale women
entrepreneurs?
Q 5. What is your suggestion on the support of preparation of project proposal for small-scale
women entrepreneurs?
Q 6. How do you feel about the procedures that are taken resolving challenges encountered smallscale women

entreJlre~eurs?

Q 7. How do you suggest the overall provision of skills training ad Micro financing for the smallscale women entrepreneurs?
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Annex - III

MAP OF BAHIRDAR
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